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The Faculty Reports
In place of the usual report from the dean, we here present 
an abbreviated version of a faculty report to the ABA/AALS 
accreditation committee that visited the law school last month. 
The report measures the strengths and weaknesses of the 
school against the faculty's aspirations for the school. Profes­
sor Spencer Neth chaired the faculty/student committee that 
prepared the self-study.
-K.E.T.
CWRU Law School is a strong law school with a long 
and distinguished history. We believe that the school has 
the resources and the potential for increasing those 
resources, so that it can move into the first rank of 
national law schools in the foreseeable future.
The reputation of the law school has probably lagged 
behind the reality, at least on the national level. This lag is 
partly due to the rise in stature during this period of other 
law schools and the relative lag in the Cleveland region 
compared with regions of the country either newly emerg­
ing or revitalizing—factors beyond our control. But other 
factors affecting the school's reputation are within our 
control and must be addressed.
Our Mission
The word "mission," as used here, refers to our self- 
defined purpose as an institution. Defining our mission 
means defining what sort of institution we think our law 
school is, what kind of institution we want it to be, and 
what, viewed realistically, are our capabilities and 
resources for realizing those aspirations.
We have always been a traditional law school, well 
within the mainstream in every respect. We are not and 
we do not desire to be "different" from other law schools, 
although we are in some respects quite distinctive. We 
primarily want to be better, to earn recognition as one of 
the top tier of American law schools as measured by the 
traditional criteria of academia.
Like most American law schools, we see our primary 
mission as teaching and scholarship. A generation ago, we 
might have placed teaching above scholarship, but we 
now view the two as equally important, and we think 
scholarship needs the greater attention at the present time.
A secondary part of the mission is that our faculty 
should contribute to the solution of societal problems and, 
finally, that we should contribute to higher education as a 
whole by cooperating in many different ways with other 
departments in our university.
While we have not been innovators in legal education, 
we have embraced developments that we thought sound 
and that seemed to be within our mission and our capaci­
ties. We have developed and supported a program of clini­
cal education that does not compromise rigor of supervi­
sion or expectations of quality. It was one of the first and, 
we believe, one of the best programs created in the wave 
of clinical legal education that swept law schools in the 
1970's. We have developed a strong program in the teach­
ing of trial and appellate advocacy. Our first-year 
Research, Analysis, and Writing course is taught by full­
time faculty who give individualized instruction. We have 
adopted a small-section program that offers each first-year 
student at least one course in a class much smaller than 
traditional. And we are currently in the process of imple­
menting a substantial writing requirement for all graduat­
ing students; for this, we have expanded the number and 
variety of seminars.
We have begun to build upon our historical strength in 
the increasingly important intersection between law and 
medicine. The Law-Medicine Center, a pioneering pro­
gram, has broadened its horizon and shows promise of 
making our school a distinctive center of excellence. In 
addition to the Law-Medicine Center, the law school is a 
part of the university's Mandel Center for Nonprofit Orga­
nizations, is a major force in the Center for Professional 
Ethics, and is involved with the Weatherhead School of 
Management in the administration of a major multi-year 
grant for the study of the regional economy. We also have 
joint degree programs with the School of Management, the 
School of Applied Social Sciences, and the Department of 
History. All of this is a part of our mission, as well as a 
part of our effort to strengthen the rest of the university.
The Ohio Supreme Court has recently adopted a rule 
imposing a quota of continuing legal education for all Ohio 
lawyers, and we will have to consider what role we will 
play in meeting the new need. Although the law school 
has long offered CLE, it has not been generally considered 
a part of our primary mission. When our faculty teach 
CLE courses, they do so under individually negotiated 
contracts, and such teaching is generally deemed ancillary 
to their principal work. The faculty as a body has played 
no role in creating or approving new courses, or in giving 
direction to our CLE programs.
At one time the law school had a graduate program 
granting a small number of LL.M. degrees. It may be 
within our capacity to offer graduate programs to small 
numbers of students in selected areas, but any graduate 
program should be undertaken only if we can keep it at a 
level of quality comparable to our J.D. degree program, 
and only if it is not a drain of resources from our primary 
mission of teaching and scholarship.
There remains the question of whether we see our mis­
sion as being a local—Ohio or even Northeast Ohio—or a 
national law school. Some things are clear. Many of our 
students still either come from Ohio (and most frequently 
from Northeast Ohio) or have ties of some sort to the area. 
Furthermore, many of our graduates pursue their legal 
careers in Cleveland or the region. This is understandable, 
given the quality of life here and the strength of the local 
legal community, but it has limited our national impact 
and reputation.
Our faculty are more diverse geographically than our 
students; they come from all parts of the country. Little of 
our scholarship is focused upon Ohio, and the law as 
taught at CWRU is no more local than that taught at Har- 
I vard or Stanford. Given the national outlook of the faculty.
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rthe demographics, and the importance of a national repu­
tation to our standing among law schools and to the ability 
of our graduates to find employment, the school sees its 
mission as finding a place as a leading national law school.
The Canada-U.S. Law Institute, operated jointly by 
CWRU and the University of Western Ontario, evidences 
the school's cosmospolitian outlook. So do regular visits 
from two important foreign legal scholars, one British and 
one Italian, who spend extended periods at the school. 
Several of our regular faculty have taught or lectured in 
Europe, Australia, and Africa.
Strengths and Weaknesses
Our strengths now greatly outweigh the weaknesses, but 
some of what were once seen as strengths appear now as 
weaknesses. Moreover, as our aspirations have increased, 
some things that earlier seemed merely limitations now 
appear as weaknesses to be addressed.
The University
The merger of Case Institute and Western Reserve Uni­
versity has not yet achieved the synergism hoped for, and 
in recent years the undergraduate programs have seen 
declining enrollments and programmatic retrenchment. It 
is important that our university be strong. We must keep 
trying to find programs and people that strengthen both 
the law school and other parts of the university.
Despite some weaknesses, CWRU remains a major 
research university with a faculty, student body, financial 
resources, and intellectual activities that would be envied 
by most law schools. The university has a new, strong, 
and very promising president. The professional schools 
continue to be highly regarded nationally and internation­
ally, and in some cases are in the first rank.
Although the health of the university is important to us, 
the law school is relatively independent financially. We 
can keep our own money (except for a percentage contrib­
uted to university overhead and services) and use it as we 
see fit. We cannot run deficits, but so long as we don't we 
have substantial autonomy, both in finances and in our 
teaching and scholarship.
The Region
Although the national reputation of the city and the 
region has clearly suffered in the recent past, the reality of 
Cleveland is, with one important exception, a major 
advantage. The cultural, medical, and intellectual 
resources are equaled by few if any law school locations. 
Our faculty find Cleveland a wonderful place to live. It is 
easy to recruit faculty to Cleveland and hard for other law
schools to lure our faculty away. Furthermore, there may 
be reason to believe that the relative decline in economic 
power and intellectual influence of this region has ended 
or soon will end. In any event, the Cleveland legal com­
munity, always a strong and to a considerable extent 
unique asset of our law school, has continued to thrive 
and grow and to appreciate more and more the impor­
tance of CWRU Law School to its own vigor. Our major 
problem is in the misperceptions of those who do not 
know Cleveland.
The area's only real problem, as far as the law school is 
concerned, is its demographics. The population, particu­
larly the population of college graduates, is, at best, not 
increasing as rapidly as that of some other areas of the 
country. Unless we can increase our ability to draw from 
other regions, we could be faced with a declining pool of 
potential students.
Alumni and the Cleveland Bar
The support of our alumni has long been a major source 
of strength for the school. Whereas once most of our 
alumni lived and worked in the Cleveland area, or at least 
in Ohio, now nearly half our graduates are outside Ohio. 
Furthermore, whereas once the school had little to do with 
Cleveland lawyers who were not our alumni, we have 
developed significant, mutually helpful relations with non­
alumni Cleveland lawyers. Our law school publications 
and external programs, which are of high quality, now 
allow us to keep in touch with a large constituency.
The support of our alumni and of the Cleveland bar has 
taken many forms: substantial financial contributions both 
to the annual fund and to endowment and building funds, 
employment of our graduates, help in recruiting students, 
assistance in our programs of instruction, and freely given 
counsel and encouragement.
The strength of our alumni relations is made possible in 
part by the strength of the Cleveland legal community. 
Cleveland has long had a disproportionate number of large 
and powerful law firms as well as many very fine small 
and mid-sized firms. In addition, it is the home of many 
large corporations with substantial legal staffs. Another 
reason for alumni support is that we are one of the older 
law schools, with about 6,000 living alumni, at all stages 
of their careers. And our alumni, young and old, seem to 
have an unusually strong sense of loyalty and often affec­
tion for the school.
Tradition
Besides giving us a large number of alumni, our long 
history has given us a sense of tradition that has an impor­
tance hard to quantify. That tradition has largely been one 
of quality and hard work, combined with a sense of com-
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munity, and a belief in the importance of the law and of 
legal education. In general there is a sense of community, 
of shared purposes, that creates an atmosphere of collegi- 
ality. By and large we work together, and get along 
together. Furthermore, the relationship between the fac­
ulty and the administration of the school is good.
Physical Facilities
Gund Hall, now 17 years old, is an exceptionally fine 
facility for a law school. We are proud to show it to visi­
tors, and it seldom fails to impress prospective students, 
faculty we are courting, or our returning alumni and 
friends. This is the plus side. On the negative side, it is 
becoming increasingly obvious that the building will not 
accommodate our ambitious goals. In a number of 
respects, it is only barely adequate for our current needs.
The building was originally designed for a student body 
and a faculty smaller than we have had for some time, 
and smaller than we believe to be optimal. It was not built 
for a school offering a number of small classes and semi­
nars. Our library space, originally far more than adequate, 
is now less than adequate. Our collection has increased, 
we have invested in computers and other new media, and 
we have converted library space to other important uses. 
Such changes over the years as the school's increasing role 
in placement have required substantial commitments of 
space not contemplated when the building was planned.
With extensive remodeling last summer, we have 
reached the limit of what we can do to maximize the use 
of our existing space. If the school is to remain a good 
place to teach and do scholarship, and if the school is to 
realize its aspirations, we must build an addition to the 
building.
Library
The primary goal of the law library is to support the law 
school in its dual mission of training students and produc­
ing significant contributions to legal scholarship.
We have much to be proud of in our library. We have 
invested in a wide range of electronic databases in many 
interdisciplinary subject areas. The reference, biblio­
graphic, and research services provided to faculty and 
students are many and excellent. An expanding network of 
interlibrary loan relationships permits us easily to make 
up for some of the deficiencies in our collection. Our com­
puter lab and audiovisual collections are models of their 
kind.
Nevertheless, to be entirely successful in its support 
mission and to help attract first-rate scholars to the school, 
the library will require additional resources. The collection 
has not kept abreast of the school's aspirations. In 1965 
the library held 110,000 volumes and was ranked 26 out 
of the 135 academic law libraries in the nation; by 1986-87 
we had fallen to 84 in volumes held. Although we do not 
believe that volume count is a true indicator of quality, 
that drop reflects a history of inadequate library support.
In the years between 1980 and 1986, the library's ranking 
for monograph expenditures was never higher than 105. 
The average monograph budget for those years was 
$29,500, insufficient to maintain what once had been a 
research collection. The lack of adequate funding is also 
reflected in our serial statistics. In 1985-86 the library 
ranked 125 in its monograph expenditures and 123 in its 
serial expenditures.
The inadequacy of our library support is even more 
serious because of the weaknesses of the university library 
system. Law schools traditionally rely on their universi­
ties' libraries for interdisciplinary research support in 
subject areas like the social sciences. Insufficient funding 
has seriously weakened the university's collections. We 
must therefore be prepared to broaden our own collection 
to support the ambitious goals of the law school.
Space is the other chronic problem of the library. Addi­
tional area is needed for the collection, the staff, and the 
users.
Money
In terms of both endowment and annual giving we are 
among the top law schools in the country. The financial 
management system of the university permits us to use all 
of our financial resources for the law school and allows us 
considerable autonomy in how we allocate them.
While the financial picture would appear enviable to 
many law school deans, it does not compare favorably to 
the law schools we wish to join in the top rank. We are 
still heavily dependent on tuition for operations. With our 
tuition now at $11,500 per year, and given our need to 
compete with state-supported universities, especially those 
in Ohio, we are severely limited in our ability to raise 
additional moneys through tuition.
If we are to improve the quality of the student body we 
must continue to raise additional money for scholarships. 
If we are to improve and enlarge our faculty and to 
encourage additional scholarship, we must have money to 
increase faculty salaries and to reduce teaching loads. 
Wealth is always a relative matter, but if we are to join the 
first ranks of American law schools we will need a larger 
endowment.
Teaching
As a traditional school, we teach the traditional courses 
and teach in the traditional way. We pride ourselves on the 
emphasis we give good teaching, and our students and our 
graduates generally feel that we succeed. Measured in 
terms of bar passing rates and the experience of our stu­
dents in the law firms, we believe that we are generally 
doing the right things by our students.
We still need to achieve greater coherence in the second 
and third years, and there are areas of the curriculum 
which need attention. Our clinical programs, while strong, 
may need greater resources and need to reach a greater 
percentage of the student body. We are strong in the area 
of trial practice, and substantial numbers take our course 
called Lawyering Process, but we have less to offer in 
some other areas of skills training, such as negotiation. 
There are some areas where we need greater depth.
Scholarship
The reputation of a law school, at least in the academic 
world, is built largely upon the scholarship of its faculty. 
While we have an impressive range and quantity of schol­
arship by some standards, our scholarly output as a whole 
has not been such as to place us with the law schools to 
which we would like to be compared. A continuing com­
mitment to scholarship should be expected of every mem­
ber of the faculty.
We have significantly increased our expectations of the 
junior faculty seeking to be promoted, and we have 
increased the importance we place on scholarly promise 
when considering new appointments. The school encour­
ages scholarship in a variety of ways. Recognition, finan­
cial and otherwise, is given to those whose production is 
superior. Summer research grants, reduced teaching loads, 
and faculty budgets for research assistants and travel are 
all encouragements to scholarly productivity.
Most of our scholarship is traditional, but much of it is 
creative. We have no genuine representative of either of 
the two current intellectual movements found in some law 
schools, law and economics and critical legal studies. A 
number of our faculty are learned in economics, however, 
and can fully use the insights of that discipline in their 
scholarship. We are not isolated from the intellectual cur­
rents of the times. Our endowed lectureships in recent 
years have been filled by such diverse luminaries as Pro-
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fessors Duncan Kennedy and Robert Gordon on the one 
hand and Judge Richard Posner and Chief Justice Warren 
Burger on the other. Intellectual questions are taken seri­
ously by our faculty. We exchange ideas and drafts in 
regular workshops and informal discussion groups.
The law school publishes four scholarly journals, and 
they are important in the educational process. They are 
also important to our reputation in the academic world. 
Improving their quality and their impact is thus an impor­
tant element of furthering our mission. Faculty advisors 
have begun working more closely with the editors, and 
this closer relationship between the faculty and the jour­
nals has led to some improvements. But further improve­
ment is necessary.
The Implications
In summary, we wish to be a traditional law school with 
a deserved national reputation for excellence in teaching 
and scholarship. We want to attract students from all 
regions of the country and be able to place our graduates 
in all regions of the country. We hope to continue to be 
able to attract to our faculty first-rate young scholars from 
among the best in the nation, and to nurture them in their 
formative years as teachers and scholars of the law. In 
tune with the research character of the rest of the univer­
sity and our aspirations for national prominence, it is clear 
that we see our mission as being a major source of first- 
rate legal scholarship that will influence lawyers, law 
teachers, and students everywhere. What are some of the 
implications of this mission? What must we do to fulfill 
the mission?
Size
Given the limitations of the present building, we cannot 
enroll many more students. Given the current financial 
resources, we can add only one or two more faculty. As a 
bigger school we could have a greater impact on the pro­
fession and on legal education, but any growth, given the 
uncertain prospects for applications, can come only at the 
expense of quality. We have consciously adopted a policy 
of reducing the student body to maintain and if possible to 
increase its quality. This policy would seem consistent 
with our goal of excellence and our desire to become more 
and more a national school. We should devote any 
increase in financial resources to attracting better students 
rather than more students.
Faculty
The present faculty is of adequate size, though the 
newly adopted writing requirement requires considerable 
faculty time and an increase in the number and variety of 
seminars. But an increase in our numbers would mean 
increased opportunities for significant scholarship, because 
we could give promising scholars reduced teaching loads 
and more frequent leaves, and because faculty in related 
areas support each other's work. Therefore, a larger fac­
ulty should be a long-term goal.
To enrich our teaching, to expand our scholarship, and 
to improve our national reputation, we should try to 
attract more,, and more prominent, visiting professors. We 
should also encourage 5ur faculty to visit other schools. 
Such interchange will keep us from being parochial and 
will encourage collaboration by our faculty with faculty 
from other schools—something which has been relatively 
rare in recent years.
We should do a better job of promoting our faculty's 
current scholarship. Encouraging more of our faculty to 
assume prominent roles in professional associations, such 
as the AALS and the local and national bar associations 
and the American Law Institute, is another way to expose 
our scholarship to the greater legal world.
The faculty is at nearly full strength, given our present 
budget priorities and our financial resources. Few of us 
are near retirement. This means that until we are able to 
enlarge the faculty, any new appointments will be replace­
ments. All of this makes each new faculty appointment 
quite important.
Our faculty is geographically quite diverse, but in terms 
of ethnic origins, professional background, race, and ideo­
logical leanings, we are not very diverse. A more diverse 
faculty might make it easier to attract and keep students 
from a broader range of sources, particularly minority 
students. Our scholarship and our teaching might be made 
sharper and more provocative if they were subject to criti­
cism and comment from more points of view. Greater 
diversity would give us a better network of connections in 
the law school world and in the other worlds of law and 
academia. Diversity should not come at the expense of 
quality, but diversity should be recognized as a positive 
good for the institution.
Students
Improving the quality of our students is one of our high­
est priorities. Better students will help in our recruitment 
of faculty, will improve the journals we publish, will make 
it easier to place our graduates, and will sow the seeds of 
promising lawyers who as our alumni will bring us dis­
tinction and give us their support.
We have made significant efforts to attract better appli­
cants in greater numbers, and in recent years we have 
worked hard in many, sometimes innovative ways to per­
suade the accepted applicants to choose our school. 
Through such efforts we have been able to hold our own 
in a period of declining applications nationwide, and we 
have substantially improved our yield from those we 
accept. But holding our own is not good enough if we 
expect to realize our aspirations.
Because we must still rely upon tuition for a substantial 
part of our budget, we are often at a disadvantage in 
attracting the best qualified students who have the option 
of going to state-supported institutions. Additional 
resources will have to be sought for scholarships if we are 
to improve the quality of our student body.
Library
Since the last accreditation visit, we have a new librar­
ian and a larger professional support staff. While we have 
added many additional volumes, most are merely addi­
tions to the case reporters and continuations of the serial 
collection. We have a good library, but if we are to be a 
first-rate law school producing first-rate scholarship, we 
must enlarge and improve our collections, particularly 
monographs.
Over the past five years our library has also made a 
major commitment to computers, as tools for research, 
teaching, and writing. We have been among the most 
advanced la\y schools in our use of computers, and we 
should continue to push ahead, both because it is educa­
tionally sound and because it helps to make our school 
more attractive to potential applicants.
Financial Resources
With more money we could do more things. More 
important, perhaps we could do them better. Over the last 
twenty years we have been able to raise substantial sums 
for our endowment, for our building, and for our pro­
grams. Soon we will need to raise significant money to 
add to our building; the university has plans under way 
for a capital campaign, and we will be part of it. We must 
continue to work toward building our endowment. It is 
substantial, but it is not adequate for our aspirations. More 
money will not ensure success, but more is needed to 
make success possible.
Focus on Miami
In January the Association of Ameri­
can Law Schools met in Miami. Dean 
Gerhart and a good number of the 
faculty attended; they joined Miami 
alumni and law-teacher alumni from 
around the country at a reception 
hosted by Bennett Falk, '68. In Brief's 
roving reporter made the trip too and 
talked with some of the nearly fifty 
CWRU law graduates who live in and 
around Miami. Few of those fifty, inci­
dentally and perhaps surprisingly, are 
retirees. We turned up no native Florid­
ians (though we did find a Cuban!}, and 
our fairly random sample contained a 
statistically improbable number of secu­
rities practitioners. To a man/woman, 
our interviewees were enthusiastic about 
Miami and happy to have been trans­
planted there. —K.E.T.




Don Lefton describes himself as 
"strictly a midwesterner,” born and 
raised in Cleveland Heights, gradu­
ated from Ohio State. His senior year 
at OSU was also his first year in law 
school there; he transferred to West­
ern Reserve because his father, a 
Cleveland attorney, thought it was a 
good idea to go to school where you 
intend to practice. "You can work 
part-time," he told his son, "and get 
acquainted with people downtown 
and learn where the courthouse is."
After law school, and after two 
Army years which he had the good 
fortune to spend lawyering in Frank­
furt, Germany, Lefton returned to 
Cleveland and joined his father in the 
Standard Building. "It was a general 
practice," he says, "and mainly I did 
the trial work. I love speaking! 'Just 
give Donny a microphone and an
audience,' my friends say, 'and he's 
the happiest guy in the world."'
Meanwhile his law school class­
mate (and good friend through high 
school and college) Sherwood Weiser 
had been on a parallel track. He too 
practiced law with his father in the 
Standard Building. In 1963 Woody 
Weiser and Don Lefton decided to 
form their own partnership, and that 
was the beginning of a long, happy, 
and immensely successful enterprise.
"Woody was in real estate, heavily 
in hotels," says Lefton, "and as time 
went on we did more and more hotel 
work. We became known as so-called 
great experts. We handled a big sale 
to the ITT Corporation, and stayed 
with ITT as attorneys and consult­
ants. We traveled all over, looking at 
deals for ITT. We visited every one of 
the Sheraton properties. Finally we 
said to each other: 'If we're so good 
at doing this for someone else, why 
don't we do it for ourselves?"'
So in late 1968, along with a third 
partner, they bought a 525-room hotel 
on Miami Beach, pulled up their 
midwestern stakes, gave up their law 
practice (to Ulmer, Berne, Laronge, 
Glickman & Curtis), and packed their 
families off to Florida, somewhat to 
the amazement of their friends and 
relations. "My father," says Lefton, 
"thought it was the most imbecilic 
thing he ever heard of. How could I 
leave a certain degree of prominence 
and success and go off and become a 
hotelkeeper!"
Lefton and Weiser gave themselves 
a basic education in the hotel busi­
ness. "We did everything from mak­
ing beds to cleaning toilets," Lefton 
reminisces. "We worked behind the 
short-order counter." But the one 
hotel was not enough to sustain three 
executives. Lefton and Weiser sold 
out, opened an office—them, plus a 
secretary—in Coconut Grove (South
Miami), and set out to build. "We 
bought one hotel, and then we 
bought one more, and then we 
bought another one, and we sold one, 
and developed one, and leased 
another one, and one of them did 
well and one of them didn't do so 
well, and then we went through the 
mid-70s—a terrible period for hotels, 
and we had four under construction!" 
How did they finance all of this? Says 
Lefton: "We did it with mirrors."
The upshot is that now the Conti­
nental Companies (an umbrella cov­
ering more than 100 companies and 
partnerships) make up one of the 
largest hotel management firms in 
the country, with 35 hotels all over 
the country, well over $1 billion in 
assets under management, and about 
12,000 persons on the payroll. About 
20 of their hotels carry the Sheraton 
name, but they also have Hilton, 
Mariott, Omni, and other franchises, 
and they are developing their own 
group of luxury hotels under the 
name Grand Bay. In the beginning, 
airport hotels accounted for most of 
their portfolio; then they went into 
resorts; and now the newest develop­
ments involve gambling casinos.
At first, says Lefton, the two part­
ners did not much differentiate their 
roles: "I'd do a couple of deals, and 
he'd do a couple." 'Then, as time 
went on, "Woody did more of the 
developing and financing, and I took 
care of operations and marketing. In 
other words, he was developing the 
newer properties, and I was looking 
after the existing ones."
In recent years Lefton has let go 
much of the day-to-day operation— 
he's no longer president, but vice 
chairman—and turned more of his 
considerable energies toward commu­
nity service. Fittingly enough, he has 
been deeply involved, since 1980, in 
the coalescing of separate cities' tour­
ism bureaus into the Greater Miami 
Convention and Visitors Bureau, of 
which he is now the chairman. Lef­
ton has probably done as much as 
any citizen of Miami to reverse the 
early-80s perception of a city on the 
wane.
He is also a prime mover in the 
Jewish community, locally, and 
nationally, and internationally. Cur­
rently he is vice president and cam­
paign chairman of the Miami Jewish 
Federation, helping to raise $21 mil­
lion, and next year he will be presi­
dent. (Almost on the side, he has 
headed the Leukemia Association of 
Dade County and a number of other 
organizations. He says, "I'm an invet­
erate fundraiser.")
All this takes time, and Lefton 
rejoices in the business success that 
makes it possible for him to commit
r
himself to community endeavors 
while other, well-trained, up-coming 
colleagues mind the store. Of course 
Lefton's visibility in the community 
is good for business, and he doesn't 
pretend that it isn't. But it's clear that 
he's doing what he sincerely enjoys. 
As he looks into the future, he says,
"I don't expect to retire and walk out 
of the business, but I don't want to 
be saddled. I love to travel. I enjoy 
life, I enjoy people. I'd like more of 
the same."
William A. Tenwick, '66 
William G. Dolde, '67 
Federal Bureau of 
Investigation
In Brief was surprised to learn that 
the law school's Miami alumni popu­
lation includes three men employed 
by the FBI: 1967 classmates Bill 
Dolde and Bob Krayer, and Bill 
Tenwick, who graduated just a year 
earlier. Krayer was somewhat under 
cover and not available for a photo/ 
interview session, but the two Bills 
were happy to discuss their lives as 
FBI lawyers.
Bill Dolde grew up in western 
Pennsylvania, went to Allegheny 
College, and started law school at 
Ohio State. He had chosen OSU, he 
says, because he wanted to get a little 
distance from home, but "the enor­
mity of it all" did not suit him. He 
transferred to Western Reserve and 
was happier; he admits to "fond 
memories" of law school.
When he graduated in 1967, his 
options were severely limited by his 
draft status. Not eager for a trip to 
Vietnam, he applied to the FBI and to 
the Army Judge Advocate General's 
Corps, and when both accepted him, 
he chose the FBI. Others in his class 
may have been following a similar 
line of reasoning: in all, five 1967 
CWRU law graduates took jobs with 
the FBI.
After the bureau's basic training 
program Dolde spent some breaking- 
in months in Texas (first Houston, 
then Beaumont), and then in the 
spring of 1969 he was sent to Miami. 
There he has stayed.
Through the 70s and into the early 
80s he was in organized crime—"on 
the white hat side," he is careful to 
make clear. But as early as 1973 he 
took on some duties as a legal 
adviser. That meant three weeks of 
training back at Quantico. "They had 
to get us back in the legal realm," he 
says, "and so we studied case law, 
and legislation, and FBI policy." 
Eventually he became a full-time 
legal adviser, and in 1981 he assumed 
"the lofty role," he says with a grin, 
of principal legal adviser of the FBI's 
South Florida office.
Bill Tenwick spent the first part of
Bill Tenwick and Bill Dolde. Those who know both men will realize that one is standing on a 
lower step.
his life in and around Cleveland. A 
sports star at Lakewood High School, 
he went to Kent State University on a 
basketball/tennis scholarship, then 
chose this law school because he 
could live inexpensively at home. As 
to why he decided to become a law­
yer, he says it was partly the example 
of an older brother and partly 
because "at six-feet-four I figured I 
could intimidate people and win a 
few trials."
He continued his sports career 
through law school. "I finally figured 
out," he told In Brief, "why Ovid 
Lewis hired me—and kept me on—as 
his research assistant. I gave him a 
good game of badminton!"
Like Dolde, Tenwick joined the FBI 
right after graduation, but he has 
seen geographically more varied 
service. His first post was in Port­
land, Oregon, and then he was trans­
ferred clear across the country for 
seven years in New York. "We had a 
rash of kidnappings," he recalls, 
"including the Bronfman case. And 
there were some significant bank 
robberies, including the one they 
made the movie about, called Dog 
Day Afternoon. And I did some coun­
terintelligence work in those last 
years of J. Edgar Hoover."
He also spent a fair bit of time 
catching deserters from the armed 
forces. "Finding them was seldom a 
problem," he says, "because nine, 
times out of ten they were living 
with their parents or their girlfriend. 
The trick was to get there early in 
the morning, at five or ^ix o'clock. I 
did my share of running up and 
down fire escapes."
When he had a chance to request a 
transfer, Tenwick asked to be sent 
back to Cleveland. Then, almost 
immediately, he requested a transfer 
out. "I had forgotten how cold it gets 
there!" But it was nearly five years 
before the FBI gave him his ticket to 
Miami in 1980.
In Miami the FBI spends much of 
its collective energy trying to get the 
best of drug smugglers, and when In
Brief talked with Tenwick, drug 
investigations were taking most of his 
time. Flowever, he had his eye on 
another job and a few weeks later he 
got it. He is now the assistant legal 
adviser, in the same office with Bill 
Dolde.
That office is responsible for a 
myriad of training programs, some 
for the bureau's agents, and some for 
police officers. "That's 25 to 30 per­
cent of my time," Dolde told In Brief. 
It is also responsible for representing 
the bureau and its agents in civil 
actions. Tenwick expects to be hand­
ling the bulk of that work. In addi­
tion the office must respond to 
requests for information, deciding 
what can (or must) be turned over 
and what must remain confidential.
Both men are nearing retirement, 
which in the FBI is optional at age 50 
and compulsory at 55, and both are 
hoping to get into private practice. 
Neither wants to do criminal defense. 
"After 21 years putting these guys in 
jail," says Tenwick, "I can't see 
myself trying to keep them out." He 
would like to get into a real estate or 
other commercial law practice. And, 
though Dolde would like to be a 
litigator, he says, "I'd rather do civil 
defense."
Bill Dolde is enthusiastic in recom­
mending the FBI as a career path for 
young lawyers. He points out that 
after two or three years as a special 
agent, "a role that everyone has to 
fill," a young lawyer can request 
assignment at the legal counsel sec­
tion at the bureau's headquarters and 
develop a specialized career. Tenwick . 
is somewhat more hesitant. He com­
pares his government salary with 
what he might have made in the 
private sector. He thinks of his older 
brother, who went through law into 
the oil business and at one time had 
a net worth in the millions. "At one 
time" is the catch. In the long run, 
says Tenwick, maybe his FBI pension 
is worth more than his brother's 
shares in the oil company.
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Bennett Falk, '68 
Ruden, Barnett, McClosky, 
Smith, Schuster & Russell
Although Bennett Falk spent most 
of his youth in Brooklyn, New York, 
his voice bears not a trace of Brook- 
lynese. "I worked hard at that," he 
says with some pride. "Took me 
years of effort!"
Falk finished high school in Con­
necticut and went on to the state 
university, where, he admits, he was 
"not what you would call a very 
devoted student." Meanwhile his 
family moved to Cleveland, and so 
he applied to Western Reserve's law 
school. Acting Dean Culp summoned 
him in for an interview. "He said I 
was the biggest mixed bag he had 
ever seen in his entire career," Falk 
recalls. "I had some good grades, 
some awful grades, and a high LSAT 
score. He asked me, 'How do we 
know what you are?"' The quick­
thinking Falk said: "Well, if I were 
making this decision. I'd conclude 
that an A student can get C's, but a C 
student can't get As." Apparently 
Professor Culp found that persuasive.
The death of his father meant that 
Bennett had to work his way through 
law school. He doesn't recommend 
that. He remembers sometimes hear­
ing the top students in his class 
"intensely speaking about courses 
and cases, digesting and dissecting 
and arguing," and obviously getting 
something out of the school that he 
was missing. He still regrets that "I 
didn't take more away with me."
(And he is still grateful for the full- 
tuition scholarship that made his 
third year a little easier.)
After graduation Falk went to work 
in New York for the Federal Trade 
Commission. "I wanted to be an 
antitrust lawyer. But there was little 
antitrust work. It was all consumer 
protection—and it was fun, I enjoyed 
it." Among other things, Falk coordi­
nated a nationwide investigation into 
possible price-fixing in the auto 
industry.
In 1971, despite an offer to come to 
Cleveland as assistant director of the
FTC's regional office, Falk decided to 
leave government service. He was 
snapped up by Merrill Lynch. "The 
industry was being sued for price­
fixing, and I was hired because they 
expected this case to go on for years 
and years. Then the government took 
an appeal directly to the Supreme 
Court, and it was all over. So there I 
was in the general counsel's office of 
Merrill Lynch, knowing nothing 
about securities law. Zero. And 
they converted me into a securities 
lawyer."
After five years with Merrill Lynch, 
Falk wanted to try private practice, 
and he was ready to leave New York. 
He considered San Francisco and 
Phoenix, but settled on Miami, where 
there was "at least a little" securities 
litigation going on. "How things have 
changed!" he comments. "Nowadays 
we see A LOT of securities litiga­
tion!"
Falk started his Miami practice 
with Walton, Lantaff, Schroeder & 
Carson, then in 1982 joined the 
Ruden Barnett firm, which at the 
time had about 30 lawyers. "We have 
115 lawyers as of today," he told In 
Brief, and we'll probably have 140 by 
September. We're probably now the 
third-largest firm in the state. I am 
for lack of a better term the 'manag­
ing partner' in Miami—a job of little 
distinction and lots of heartache."
Falk admitted to mixed feelings 
about the firm's rapid growth: "It's 
difficult, especially with offices in 
different cities—and two in Miami!
It's hard to remember people's 
names, and you have to rely on other 
partners' assessment of associates 
you hardly know." But he was look­
ing forward to a move to a new 
building; in March the two Miami 
offices were scheduled to consolidate 
under one roof.
Securities litigation is "98 percent 
of my practice," he says. "We do 
only defense work, representing just 
about all the major broker-dealers, 
with the exception of Prudential 
Bache. There are about ten of us in 
this department. Our work varies 
from basic simplistic customer com­
plaints through major class actions 
connected with fraud on the market, 
fraud in connection with an 
offering . . . And we provide services 
in the regulatory area, representing 
clients before the SEC, the State of 
Florida, the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission."
When he moved to Miami, says 
Falk, "for the first two years we 
thought there wasn't a lot to do. And 
we still feel the lack of established 
facilities." Living between Miami and 
Fort Lauderdale, the Falks are active 
in the cultural affairs of both com­
munities and doing their best to rem­
edy that lack. "There's no compari­
son to New York—but we're working 
I on it."
Neil R, Chrystal, '73 
Squire, Sanders &
Dempsey
Neil Chrystal grew up in Berea, 
Ohio, tried Ohio University for a 
year, then transferred back to 
Baldwin-Wallace College, where he 
majored in business. "I was not aim­
ing at law," he says, "but I began to 
think that a law degree would be 
useful in business. In those days a lot 
of CEO's had legal backgrounds."
His admission to law school was 
delayed by a six-month sojourn in the 
National Guard. For the rest of that 
year, from January to September, he 
found a job with what was then the 
Cleveland Trust Company. Even after 
he began law school, he continued 
there part-time and during the sum­
mers, and—as it turned out—the job 
laid the basis for his later career. He 
found that he really liked trusts and 
estates.
His first job out of law school was 
with Cleveland's National City Bank. 
The great attraction there, he says, 
was the bank's excellent management 
training program; he gained "a broad- 
based exposure" in several depart­
ments and wound up on the legal 
staff. "Our client was the trust 
department," he explains—"they 
tried to keep the two departments 
distinct. We reviewed all documents, 
making sure that they were adminis­
tratively workable as well as legally 
proper. We did a lot of drafting- 
hundreds of documents. And we 
wrote legal opinions for the trust 
officers." Chrystal made a point of 
sitting in on the trust committee and 
probate committee meetings and 
listening to "the gray-haired experi­
enced fellows." All in all, he says, "it 
was a good way to learn, without the 
time pressures in a law firm. At the 
bank you had the luxury of thorough 
discussion."
But after nearly four years with the 
bank Chrystal decided "to take a 
crack at private practice”—partly 
because "I enjoyed dealing with 
clients, and at the bank there really 
wasn't much client contact.” Roetzel
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& Andress, a long-established firm in 
Akron, was looking for an experi­
enced attorney to help with the load 
of work occasioned by recent major 
changes in tax law. Despite some 
misgivings about linking his own 
future to the uncertain future of the 
Akron economy, Chrystal signed on 
with Roetzel & Andress and moved 
from Cleveland.
He moved back in 1985. All this 
time he had kept up his acquaint­
ances in Cleveland, and one day 
when he stopped in to visit old 
friends at Squire, Sanders & Dempsey 
he was asked whether he might be 
interested in going to the firm's 
Miami office to be its trusts and 
estates department. When Chrystal 
eventually agreed to do just that, it 
was decided that he should first 
spend a year in the Cleveland main 
office. That was a good idea, he 
thinks. "Now when I have a prob­
lem, I know whom to call. And peo­
ple know me as well."
Chrystal reports that the bulk of 
SS&D's Miami business is in real 
estate and litigation, but with so 
many of "our very good clients" 
migrating to Florida, often on a full­
time basis, "it made sense to have a 
trusts and estates person here." Chry­
stal is still a one-man department, 
dividing his time between Miami and 
a new office in Palm Beach, but he 
expects it will not be long before he 
has an associate or two.
Comparing his practice in Ohio and 
Florida, Chrystal says that "Florida 
law is different—but not terribly 
different. In Ohio I felt pretty com­
fortable. Here I can see the issues 
well enough, as an experienced law­
yer, but I have to find out what the 
Florida law is. And I have had to 
learn about the institutions here. I 
knew the banks and the accounting 
firms in northeast Ohio." Fortunately, 
says Chrystal, there are so many 
other new northern arrivals in Miami 
that he doesn't stand out as a carpet­
bagger. Miami, he says, is "an easy 
city to come into."
He is enjoying getting acquainted 
with his new community, though he 
has not yet decided—as he intends to 
do eventually—what civic organiza­
tions to get involved in. He truly 
enjoys such activity, he says, and if it 
pays off in business development, so 
much the better. For that matter, he 
enjoys business development. "I have 
a natural affinity wkh the trust peo­
ple in banks," he says, and he takes 
pleasure in developing working rela­
tionships with them.
Chrystal talks about his work with 
evident satisfaction. "I enjoy the 
close relationship with clients. In this 
area of the law you're not only a 
lawyer, but truly a counselor. In a 
sense you become part of the family. 
If there's a closely-held family busi­
ness you are involved in the plan­
ning, and in the succession as a 
father hands over control to the next 
generation. Often you help families 
get through very difficult times, and 
then you can't help but form a kind 
of bond."
It's an area of practice in which 
human qualities matter as much as 
legal expertise. Chrystal remembers 
an incident years ago, even before he
Leslie R. Evans, '73 
Stearns, Weaver, Miller, 
Weissler, Alhadeff & 
Sitterson
Les Evans probably has entrepre­
neurial genes. At any rate, there was 
a powerful environmental influence. 
"I was raised in business," he says.
"I grew up in my father's postcard 
and souvenir company. I'm just fun­
damentally an entrepreneurial type."
Evans spent his college years at 
Ohio State—"four years of learning 
and partying and growing up." He 
says with feeling: "I loved the univer­
sity, and I loved Woody Hayes!" After 
college he headed for California and 
began law school at Hastings—"I am 
the only living person to have had 
Morrie Culp at two law schools!" 
Army service interrupted his studies, 
and when he returned to law school 
and civilian life, it was at Case West­
ern Reserve.
By his own admission he was not 
among the school's most zealous and 
dedicated scholars. He put a lot of his 
energies into activities like the Stu­
dent Bar Association anA the student 
newspaper. The Forum, which he 
helped to rejuvenate. It might be 
added here that just after graduation 
he was among those who organized a 
memorial fund honoring their class­
mate Larry Klich. The Klich Endow­
ment Fund still provides scholarship 
assistance to CWRU law students.
Through the 1970s Evans stayed in 
Cleveland and launched himself on a 
career as a real estate attorney/devel­
oper/businessman. He did well but 
the Ohio economy didn't, and Evans
was a lawyer, when he met with a 
Cleveland Trust client whose wife 
had recently died. "All that was in 
my mind was the mechanics—the 
things that had to be done. Then in 
the middle of the conversation he 
broke down. It really struck me: This 
fellow is going through a bad time. 
Neil, be a little sensitive."
turned his entrepreneurial talents 
into other channels. For a time he 
was a restaurant owner. But he 
wanted "to get back to what I liked," 
and that was real estate.
In 1981 he decided to leave Ohio 
and hitch his wagon to the skyrocket­
ing economy of the Sunbelt. He 
moved his family to Miami, tempo­
rarily retired from business, and 
went back to school at age 34. Just a 
year and a half later he had both an 
M.B.A. and an LL.M. from the Uni­
versity of Miami, and he had passed 
the Florida bar. He reports that he 
finished first in his LL.M. class, was 
elected class president, and now 
teaches in the program. What 
accounted for his suddenly stellar 
academic performance? "I've always 
been good at what I like."
Evans is still delighted with his 
move to Florida. "Real estate devel­
opment is unparalleled here," he 
says. "Just as Cleveland is sophisti­
cated in corporate law, Florida is 
more sophisticated in real estate." He 
is also delighted with his job. "I love 
the firm. I've found my niche here." 
Currently Evans is a senior associate; 
he enjoys describing himself as "the 
oldest associate in the world."
The firm that Evans joined in 1984 
was originally known as Arky Freed, 
Stearns, Weaver & Greer. Now just 
ten years old, it has about seventy- 
five attorneys and offices in Tampa 
and Orlando as well as Miami. Cli­
ents have included "almost every 
major bank and lending institution," 
according to Evans, "as well as major 
developers—local, national, and inter­
national."
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The firm's Miami real estate/ 
finance department is big enough- 
some seventeen attorneys—to allow 
Evans to specialize. He describes his 
special turf as "leasing, sale, and 
acquisition of shopping centers and 
other commercial developments." At 
the moment of In Briefs visit he was 
working on master form leases for a 
major national shopping mall devel­
oper. "In this area," he remarked, "I 
don't know that you can be a good 
attorney without being a good busi­
nessman. And I don't know if you 
can be a good businessman without 
having a good legal sense. If you 
don't have good leases, the bottom 
line is that you can't have a success­
ful development."
Evans does every now and then 
apply his leasing expertise to situa­
tions other than shopping centers. 
Sports fans will be interested to 
know that he is working on the leas­
ing and concession agreements for 
the Miami Heat, the city's new NBA 
expansion team. And from his office 
window he has been keeping an eye 
on the construction of the team's new 
arena (which, by the way, some 
Miamians are calling "The Kitchen"). 
He tells us, "My heart is still in 
Cleveland," but he takes pride in the 
changing Miami skyline.
Ronald J. Bernstein, '78 
Assistant County Attorney 
Metropolitan Dade County
When Ron Bernstein graduated 
from the University of Rochester in 
1972, he headed west to San Fran­
cisco and, with a friend, started a 
small business which they named the 
Dark Star Trading Company. "We 
dealt in all sorts of things," says 
Bernstein, "from peasant blouses to 
shrink-wrapped posters. We traveled 
all over—Morocco, Turkey . . . We 
were gypsy businessmen."
When he tired of that, Bernstein 
sold his interest to his partner [who 
founded another business. So Much 
Fun, Inc., devoted to wind-up toys] 
and went on to a brief career as a 
driving instructor, still in San Fran­
cisco. "Every one of my students,"
he says proudly, "finished the course 
by driving down Lombard Street. I 
told them, 'If you can drive here, you 
can drive anywhere."'
Bernstein says he has no regrets 
about taking time off between college 
and law school. Quite the contrary: 
"I'd recommend it. You gain experi­
ences, and they help you later on. As 
a trial lawyer I have to be able to 
convince people from all walks of 
life. It helps to have had a variety of 
jobs."
As a law student Bernstein was 
most interested in criminal law and 
torts, and those inclinations deter­
mined the bent of his career. In recol­
lection, he says, "Professor Katz 
really stands out; he nurtured my 
interest in criminal law. And 
Schroeder's law-medicine course still 
helps me." Another good experience 
was his third-year stint as a RAW 
instructor. "I've always," he says, 
"enjoyed training and supervising 
younger people."
Born and bred in upstate New 
York, educated in Rochester and 
Cleveland, Bernstein was inured to 
the worst of Northern winters. But a 
trip to Florida over the third-year 
spring break acted upon him as a 
revelation. "I was so delighted that 
there were places warm in the win­
ter! I just decided to move here."
Bernstein arrived in Miami "with­
out a job, without a friend," but 
quickly found a slot in the office of 
the state attorney—"a very exciting 
job at an unusual and exciting time. 
The spring of 1980 saw the Mariel 
boat lift. A significant minority of 
those people—and I emphasize that it 
was a minority—were released 
directly from prisons and mental 
institutions, and they wreaked havoc 
on this community. As a young prac­
titioner in the criminal justice sys­
tem, I benefited from the devastation. 
In three and a half years I had more 
than twenty-five jury trials. I was in 
court eight hours a day."
Like most young prosecutors, Bern­
stein intended to gain experience and 
go into private practice. But he was 
not attracted to criminal defense. "I 
enjoyed wearing the white hat," he 
says, "and that's hard to let go of. I 
understand, appreciate, and respect 
the importance of an active criminal 
defense bar. It's vital to our system. 
But I didn't want to do that."
Instead Bernstein reasoned that "if 
the state attorney's office was the 
best place to learn trials and criminal 
law, the county attorney's office 
would be the place to learn litigation 
skills as applied to civil law." In 
March 1983 he became an assistant 
county attorney, and now he is 
administrative coordinator of the 
personal injury litigation section—a 
group that includes 13 of the 50 (or 
thereabouts) attorneys in the office.
"I worship the day I got a job
here," declares Bernstein. "Many 
people think of government practice 
as a hardship—low pay, grungy sur­
roundings, inadequate support staff. 
That's simply not true here. They 
want a core of permanent attorneys, 
and they really encourage you to stay. 
The result is a minuscule attrition 
rate. Nobody leaves."
Two things about his job that espe­
cially please Bernstein are 1) the 
humane nine-to-five working hours— 
"except during a trial, when all bets 
are off" and 2) "the luxury of doing 
what I think is right. My obligation is 
to make sure that we defend if we're 
unjustly sued, and to resolve the 
matter fairly if we're at fault. That 
has given a soul to the practice. It's 
not just putting in time and collecting 
a pay check."
Mingled with Ron Bernstein's evi­
dent satisfaction is a tone of amaze­
ment and even disbelief at his good 
fortune. "Growing up in Gloversville, 
New York, I never thought I'd move 
to Miami, have an office overlooking 
Biscayne Bay, be married to a woman 
from Central America. I never 
thought I'd stay so long in this posi­
tion. I figured I'd spend three years 
here and then go into private prac­
tice. But this has turned out to be 
even better than I expected. It just 
gets harder and harder to see beyond 
this job."
Lincoln Diaz-Balart, '79 
State Representative 
noth District
At the time of the revolution that 
brought Fidel Castro to power in 
Cuba, Lincoln Diaz-Balart was a very 
small boy visiting the United States 
with his parents and brother. The 
four never returned home. Says Diaz- 
Balart: "If you look at my family, you 
are seeing what has happened in 
Cuba. My father and Fidel played 
basketball against each other in high
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school, and in law school they were 
best friends. It was my father who 
got Fidel interested in politics. Then 
Fidel married my father's sister; my 
first cousin, Fidel's only legitimate 
son, is president of the Cuban 
Nuclear Energy Commission." Mean­
while Lincoln Diaz-Balart has grown 
up to be an archetypal, fervently 
anti-Communist Cuban American.
He describes his childhood as 
"nomadic." The family moved from 
New York to Florida to Spain, where 
Lincoln finished high school and 
where he met his future wife, a 
Cuban girl who had grown up in 
Cleveland. Lincoln began college at 
Case Western Reserve, transferred to 
New College in Florida, graduated, 
and then returned to the CWRU Law 
School. Even then, he says, he 
intended to make a political career in 
Florida. "But I knew I had to set 
aside a chapter from activism." The 
three years of law school were a kind 
of retreat—though he notes that he 
studied Legislation to good effect 
with Professor Leatherberry.
Law diploma in hand, Diaz-Balart 
headed back to Miami and a job in 
legal services—"housing stuff, land­
lord/tenant work, suits about evic­
tions, lock-outs, unjust horrendous 
things. It was a very satisfying two 
years—maybe the most satisfying 
time I've had as a lawyer."
Shifting gears, he moved to a 
downtown law firm (Britton, Cohen, 
Kaufman & Schantz—subsequently 
dissolved) and spent two years in 
commercial litigation. "Then I 
thought 1 should learn about criminal 
law, and I went to the state attor­
ney's office. I began with juvenile 
work, then felony prosecutions." 
That—again—was a two-year stint. 
"Then 1 wanted to go on my own."
When he opened his own office 
late in 1984, he did not have to wait 
for clients: "It went well from before 
1 got there." All this time, ever since 
his return to Miami, Diaz-Balart had 
been building a clientele and a con­
stituency in the Hispanic community. 
He was a regular on the Spanish 
radio. He understood that—as he 
says—"politics is helping people," 
and from his days in legal services he 
was ready to help.
He first ran for office in 1982, 
winning the Democratic primary, 
losing the election, and "learning a 
lot from the process." 'Two years later 
Diaz-Balart served as co-chairman of 
Florida Democrats foT Reagan, and in 
1985 he registered as a Republican.
He had been, he says, "a Scoop- 
Jackson-type Democrat," believing in 
"compassion in domestic policy and 
strength in foreign affairs." He still 
has "no problem with many Demo­
cratic domestic policies," but he 
believes that "the Democrats learned 
the wrong lessons from Vietnam, and
it became blatant when the issue 
became this hemisphere."
In 1986 he ran again for the Florida 
House of Representatives. This time, 
he walked. "I walked door to door. I 
started walking in February, and the 
primary was in September. 1 walked 
every Sunday. I never saw my fam­
ily." But the campaign-by-shoeleather 
worked. With four opponents in the 
Republican primary, he won 52 per­
cent of the vote. In the general elec­
tion he was the state's top vote getter 
with 78 percent. Since then Lincoln 
Diaz-Balart has been on everybody's 
list of up-and-coming young Republi­
cans to keep an eye on.
Political success meant the end of 
his solo practice, and he talks with 
particular regret about its criminal 
defense component—"very emo­
tional, very fundamental." It was 
"minor criminal stuff, a lot of young 
people who had made mistakes. I 
enjoyed the work. But when I got 
elected, I didn't have the time." Last 
September he signed on as an "of- 
counsel troubleshooter" with Fowler, 
White, Burnett, Hurley, Banick & 
Strickroot.
When In Brief visited him in Janu­
ary, Lincoln Diaz-Balart was nearing 
the end of his first term and weigh­
ing his next step. A campaign for re- 
election would be as certain of suc­
cess as anything ever is in politics.
But friends and associates were urg­
ing him instead to challenge "venera­
ble, respected, and loved Claude 
Pepper, who has been winning elec­
tions since 1928" and who, given 
changing demographics and party 
registration, must eventually—Diaz- 
Balart believes—be replaced by a 
Cuban Republican.
If the two meet, in this or another 
year, it should be quite a contest. 
Diaz-Balart told In Brief: "I really 
have been a politician all my life.
I've never met anybody with such a 
severe case of this political disease as 
I have. Except perhaps Claude Pep­
per."
Roy Mark Hartman, '80 
Weil, Gotshal & Manges'
Roy Hartman was in such a hurry 
to start law school that he finished 
college (at Ohio's Miami) in three 
years, graduating on an end-of-sum- 
mer Sunday and starting law classes 
the following Wednesday. Looking 
back on his student days, Hartman 
thinks he got "a pretty damned good 
legal education," even though "1 
should have taken more UCC 
courses" and even though—to his 
continuing regret—he did not get into 
Professor McElhaney's Trial Tactics 
Workshop.
Perhaps Moot Court was the high­
light of his law school years. He
finished seventeenth in the Dunmore 
Competition, just barely missing 
participation in the climactic tourna­
ment, and then was selected for the 
Jessup Team. "Moot Court really 
helped me," he says. "Here in the 
state circuit courts everyone lines up 
and you have five minutes apiece or 
less on a motions calendar. Moot 
Court taught me to outline an argu­
ment, make a point in two minutes, 
and sit down."
Hartman thanks Professor Coffey's 
connections for his first job, with the 
Enforcement Division of the Securi­
ties and Exchange Commission's 
Miami office. "It was a small office," 
says Hartman, "—the attorney in 
charge plus three or four enforce­
ment attorneys. So you got responsi­
bility very quickly. And at that time 
Miami was a hotbed of securities 
fraud. We had several substantial, 
very important investigations. One of 
my cases was the April Fool's Day 
Massacre, so-called because on April 
1 the SEC filed suit against Barclay 
Financial and Dennis Greenman."
After three and a half years with 
the SEC, Hartman decided it was 
time for the move to private practice. 
He was hired by Mershon, Sawyer, 
Johnston, Dunwody & Cole—a well- 
established firm, one of the five larg­
est in Miami. There he was first put 
in the bankruptcy group. "They 
needed an experienced litigator," he 
explains.-"! didn't practice bank­
ruptcy law as such, so I didn't need 
to know bankruptcy except on a 
case-by-case basis."
Though he subsequently moved 
into more general commercial litiga­
tion and "in the last two years finally 
got back to my securities back­
ground," Hartman says his bank­
ruptcy work still influences the way 
he practices: "Now, when 1 settle a 
case, I look at the bankruptcy impli­
cations. I want to be sure that if a 
company declares bankruptcy it can't
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take back the settlement."
Hartman's work at Mershon Saw­
yer also took him into letters of 
credit, and into the especially arcane 
area of red-clause letters of credit (so 
named for the extraordinarily simple 
reason that the clause is printed in 
red ink). "When we saw it," says 
Hartman, "we had to figure out what 
a red clause was. We had never seen 
one before. It's a risky thing, allow­
ing for an advance payment prior to 
shipment if certain conditions are 
met. It's not seen that much any 
more, but it used to be fairly com­
mon in the last century, when trans­
portation was so much slower."
When In Brief visited Roy Hartman, 
he had left Mershon Sawyer just days 
earlier and was still finding his way 
around at Weil, Gotshal & Manges. 
The Mershon firm had grown too big 
for Hartman's taste, he said, and he 
missed "the small-firm atmosphere." 
Although Weil Gotshal is a great big 
firm of some 450 attorneys, only 21 
of them are in Miami. Half of those 
21 are the real estate department, 
and the remainder are divided pretty 
equally among corporate law, bank­
ruptcy, and litigation.
Weil Gotshal is only one of the out- 
of-state firms that have moved into 
Miami in the last years. Hartman 
notes that the city used to be some­
thing of a legal backwater. Now, he 
says, the "small-town atmosphere" 
has given way to "a much more 
sophisticated environment." The city 
itself is going through a similar matu­
ration. Hartman likes its excitement, 
the sense that it's "the sort of melting 
pot that New York was at the turn of 
the century," but he admits that "it 
needs a little more culture. 1 miss the 
Cleveland Orchestra and the ballet 
and the art museum."
Andrew R. Lefkowitz, '80 
Shea & Gould
Andy Lefkowitz credits an old 
family friend—Fred Weisman, '51, a 
Cleveland trial attorney—with inter­
esting him in law and steering him 
toward Case Western Reserve after 
his graduation from Miami Univer­
sity. But Lefkowitz did not follow his 
mentor into the courtroom. "I always , 
knew," he says, "that I wanted to be 
a transactional, corporate-type law­
yer."
He also knew that he wanted to 
practice in Cleveland—that is, until 
he spent his first law-school summer 
working in Boston. "I had such a 
great time there, 1 thought I'd better 
look at the rest of the country." He 
split his second summer between Los 
Angeles and Chicago, began inter­
viewing that fall, and realized he was 
"just going through the motions." He 
knew he wanted to go back to Jones, 
Day, Reavis & Pogue in Los Angeles.
There were ten in his class of asso­
ciates, he recalls: "eight from Ivy- 
League-type schools, and Bill Dres- 
cher and me." It never occurred to 
the two from CWRU to feel out­
classed, he assured In Brief. "They 
had nothing on us. We all did well."
Lefkowitz spent two and a half 
years there, but near the end of that 
time he agreed to tours of duty in 
other Jones Day offices, depending 
on where there was a need. "I was a 
warm body," he explains, "and I was 
willing to travel—single, no responsi­
bilities." One of those tours was in 
Dallas, which Lefkowitz liked enough 
to accept a "permanent" transfer.
One reason was the city's "go-go 
economy" (1983), and another was 
the practice. "In L.A. it was tradi­
tional corporate and corporate securi­
ties. In Dallas I did a lot of municipal 
financing, acting as bond counsel and 
underwriters' counsel in financings 
all over the Southwest. I also did 
savings and loan conversions, and 
quite a bit of entertainment law."
After a little less than two years in 
Dallas, Lefkowitz decided he had had 
enough. "I had one of those days in 
Dallas, and 1 called headhunters in 
Chicago and New York. I said, 'I 
want to go to Florida.' 1 wanted to 
live on the water." A match was 
made with Broad & Cassel, a large 
Florida firm based in Miami, where 
Lefkowitz started as an associate and 
within a few months was made part­
ner. Meanwhile he had taken his 
third bar examination.
Lefkowitz went to Broad & Cassel 
with the expectation that he would 
be divided equally between munici­
pal and corporate finance. As it 
turned out, the municipal work 
claimed something like eighty per­
cent of his time, but he was happy 
enough with it. He stayed with Broad 
& Cassell till May 1987, and "it was a 
really good experience."
He would doubtless be there still.
had New-York-based Shea & Gould 
not effected a merger with the Miami 
firm of Myers, Kenin, Levinson & 
Richards, which firm had been woo­
ing Lefkowitz ardently but to no 
avail. The proposal was suddenly 
more attractive—in fact, irresistible. 
Shea & Gould could offer a truly 
national practice, and the Miami 
office was the base of the firm's 
municipal bond department. On May 
1, 1987, Andy Lefkowitz joined the 
partnership of Shea & Gould.
He finds many reasons to be happy 
with the move. "I'm extremely entre­
preneurial," he says, "and Shea & 
Gould encourages its attorneys to get 
involved in outside businesses." He is 
involved in several, including a low- 
budget film company that was about 
to go public at the time of In Briefs 
visit. In fact, Lefkowitz does a good 
bit of film financing, and that activity 
gained him an appointment by the 
governor to the Florida Film and 
Recording Industry Advisory Com­
mittee, of which he was vice chair­
man in 1987. He is also on the board 
of the Miami Film Festival and chair­
man of the Greater Miami Chamber 
of Commerce Film Committee.
Lefkowitz says that one of Miami's 
advantages is that "there is no 
enforced social structure." A new­
comer, a not-quite-four-year resident, 
he's involved not only in film but in 
the ballet and the art museum. "If 
you are willing to work, you can get 
involved in any group at as high a 
level as you want. You don't have to 
give $25,000 a year for ten years."
Another advantage, he says, is that 
Miami still has room for lawyers. 
"There are a number of first-class 
lawyers here, in all fields, as good as 
you can find in any city. But there 
are not that many good, solid, above- 
average lawyers. We're not getting 
our fair share, and there is a real 
opportunity."
Sandra I. Tart, '82 
Fowler, White, Burnett, 
Hurley, Banick & 
Strickroot
Few attorneys remember their first 
year of law school as "a great relief," 
but Sandra Tart is one who does. She 
spent her freshman year at the Uni­
versity of Virginia and her sopho­
more year as a physical education 
major at Northeastern University 
(while mainly she worked for Senator 
Edward Kennedy), then returned to 
Virginia and declared a major in 
finance. "1 don't know why I did that 
to myself," she says, "because I'm 
terrible at math. All I can say is that 
it seemed a good idea at the time. To 
this day I don't even balance my 
checkbook—I can't stand it. Law 
school was infinitely easier than
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tinance and accounting. It was a 
relief to find something I enjoyed and 
could earn a living at."
She chose the CWRU Law School 
because her future husband, Leslie 
Croland, was then practicing law in a 
Cleveland firm. Not far into her law 
school career she decided that she 
would be a securities lawyer. Of all 
her teachers, "Ron Coffey was defin­
itely the biggest influence." She also 
decided that she would "never ever 
ever do litigation." She took "the 
most minimal trial practice course," 
bypassed Federal Jurisdiction alto­
gether, and confesses that she "had 
no idea what Karen Moore was tell­
ing me in Civil Procedure."
As she neared graduation, a job 
offer from Vinson & Elkins in Hous­
ton seemed ideal: "I loved property 
and securities, and I wanted to do oil 
and gas securities—the perfect match! 
But Les hated Houston. He wanted 
San Francisco, but I interviewed 
there and hated the place. We com­
promised on Miami. But by this time 
the big Miami firms had already done 
their hiring. I graduated Order of the 
Coif with no job."
Tart was unemployed only until 
November, when she accepted a job 
with Kenny, Nachwalter & Seymour— 
a firm specializing in complex litiga­
tion. She took the job on faith, she 
says, because "I loved the people, 
and they kept saying that I really 
would like it."
After two years, however, she 
thought it was time to get back on 
her original track. She jnoved to 
Reisman & Bryn—"a small, securi- 
ties-only firm, where every attorney 
was ex-SEC." There she finally got to 
do such things as public offerings 
tender offers. But then the firm 
started attracting securities litiga­
tion—"and there I was, being a litiga­
tor again!"
Taking stock of her situation, she 
decided to go back to a full-time
litigation practice. In December of 
1986 she joined the Fowler White 
firm's commercial litigation section. 
Now, she says, about half of her 
work is securities litigation and the 
other half is a variety—"a little insur­
ance defense, a little general commer­
cial litigation."
She declares herself well pleased 
with Fowler White: "I believe that 
this is the best firm in Miami. It's a 
very old-line firm, but it has two 
women partners and a terrific mix of 
people—it's very progressive. And it's 
not a factory; it's a professional orga­
nization."
Aimee Jacobson Gilman, '84 
McDermott, Will & Emery
The daughter of two attorneys and 
younger sister to two lawyer- 
brothers, Aimee Jacobson became the 
fifth attorney in her family and then 
married a sixth, Jeremy Gilman. She 
says a little wistfully, "It would be 
nice to have a dentist or something 
else in the family." Jeremy and
Aimee's brother Bill were CWRU law 
classmates, graduating in 1983.
For Aimee, going to law school was 
a sudden, last-minute decision. She 
had graduated from Georgetown with 
a degree in Russian history and 
stayed in Washington for a year, 
working for the Republican National 
Committee—"which says nothing," 
she quickly adds, "about my political 
leanings." In June she took the LSAT, 
and the law school accepted her late 
application. "I was tired of Washing­
ton," she says, "and really wanted to 
come home."
She had no very definite aims in 
law: "Even though I came from a 
family of lawyers, I didn't know 
anything. I didn't know what a plain­
tiff was." But the first-year moot 
court program inclined her toward 
litigation, and Karen Moore's Civil 
Procedure course still "sticks in my 
mind, maybe because I'm a litigator. 
At the time I didn't have the foggiest 
notion what she was talking about, 
but it's amazing what comes back to 
you."
Aimee Jacobson and Jeremy 
Gilman met—romantically enough— 
at a RAW party on Aimee's first day 
of law school and were married in 
1983, when Jeremy graduated. Aimee 
took her third year in absentia at the 
University of Dayton, and she stayed 
on there teaching juvenile law and 
research and writing. Meanwhile 
Jeremy was happily practicing law at 
Smith & Schnacke.
"Dayton's not a bad place," says 
Aimee, but both Gilmans missed the 
amenities of a larger city, and so 
Jeremy began job-shopping. Aimee 
didn't. "I felt there was no point 
looking for a job until he found one. 
There are couples who do that and 
who don't mind if they end up com­
muting between two cities, but it 
wasn't for us." In the spring of 1985 
Jeremy accepted an offer from Paul, 
Landy Beiley & Harper, and the 
Gilmans moved to Miami. Aimee
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deferred her own job search until 
after the bar exam, and it was 
November when she started with 
McDermott, Will & Emery.
McDermott is a big Chicago firm, 
and the Miami office is a small out­
post with about twelve attorneys. 
Gilman likes her situation in what 
someone has called "a major else­
where firm." "I like our small 
office," she says, "and I like having 
all the Chicago resources—the huge 
library, not to mention the human 
resources. The firm brings us all to 
Chicago once a year for an outing 
together, and this year we had a 
mock trial program. It was really 
very helpful."
Gilman is one of three litigation 
associates in the Miami office. "We 
do just about every aspect of com­
mercial litigation," she says, "though
we don't do a lot of foreclosures or 
collections. It's a mixed bag—a lot of 
construction litigation, probate, real 
estate, basic contracts. We get all 
kinds of issues—copyright, franchise, 
some bankruptcy (not a lot), environ­
mental . . .
"About forty percent of my prac­
tice is in federal court," she con­
tinues, "and 1 like practicing at the 
higher level. But federal court isn't 
easy in Miami, because of the crush 
of drug-related cases. It's hard to get 
a civil case to trial. In fact, the best 
way to delay a case is to get it to 
federal court."
When In Brief visited in January, 
Gilman was having a hard time keep­
ing her mind on her work. It was the 
day before the Cleveland Browns 
were to meet Indianapolis in the 
playoffs. "I'm still a Browns fan,"
declared Gilman. "We'll get together 
with other Cleveland people to watch 
the game at my brother Dan's house. 
We all love it down here, but we still 
feel a kinship^to the old hometown."
When her mind wasn't on the 
Browns, she was thinking about the 
impending birth of her first child.
She was, that day, one week from the 
start of a three-month maternity 
leave. Not surprisingly, she found it 
difficult to discuss The Future. She 
said: "It's hard to see beyond the 
baby, and I'd only be kidding myself 
if I thought 1 could plan out my life 
exactly."
[A postscript: Max Edward was 
born on February 23.]
Law Review Honors 
Thomas I. Emerson
by Paul E. Linskey, '88 
Executive Research Editor
The author, Paul Linskey (center!, with executive articles editor Celeste Gallagher and 
Doug Tulin, whose family's long friendship with Professor Emerson made 38:4 possible.
The Case Western Reserve Law 
Review is proud to announce an issue 
dedicated to Professor Emeritus 
Thomas I. Emerson of Yale Univer­
sity. Volume 38 issue 4 (38:4), sched­
uled for publication in May, is per­
haps the most significant issue ever 
published by our law review.
On a national level 38:4 will stand 
apart from other law review dedica­
tion issues in several important 
respects. First—risking gross under­
statement—Professor Emerson is a 
giant among constitutional law 
scholars, and a tribute such as this is 
long overdue. Second, every substan­
tive article in 38:4 draws upon Pro­
fessor Emerson's own work; the issue 
serves as a functional forum for the 
discussion of legal concepts which 
Emerson developed over the last fifty 
years. While some authors write 
about their personal and professional 
encounters with Professor Emerson, 
others analyze various First Amend­
ment and civil liberties issues—areas 
of law in which Emerson is known as 
a courageous and controversial pio­
neer. Third, we received submissions 
from scholars of national stature and 
noticeably disparate political and 
legal points of view; 38:4 will be an
intellectually spicy discussion of 
some of the most important issues of 
this decade. Finally, 38:4 is a strik­
ingly personal undertaking. Intersect­
ing personal relationships link our 
law students, our contributing 
authors, and one great man.
The primary personal connection is 
between Professor Emerson and a 
third-year CWRU law student, 
Douglas Tulin. Doug's grandfather, 
Lee Tulin, taught law at Yale, and 
one of his students was Tom Emer­
son. Emerson's relationship with 
Professor Tulin had a significant 
impact on both his professional and 
personal life. Emerson has said that 
Tulin "shocked me out of my fuzzy 
complacent thinking to a much more 
skeptical analytical type of thinking." 
It was Tulin, also, who stimulated an 
interest in liberal politics.
On the personal side, Tom Emerson 
was introduced to his first wife, the 
former Bertha Paret, through Profes­
sor Tulin and his wife Justine Wise 
(former justice of the Domestic Rela­
tions Court, City of New York). The 
close friendship between the Tulin 
and Emerson families persists to this 
day. Doug's childhood memories 
include playing twilight touch foot­
ball with "Tom" on the Emerson 
front lawn. He speaks of Tom and 
Ruth Emerson almost as if they are a 
second set of parents.
Against this backdrop the idea of a 
dedication issue emerged last sum­
mer as the brain child of Doug and 
the Law Review's executive articles 
editor. Celeste Gallagher. Their initial
library search revealed that the Yale 
Law Journal had published an article 
by Louis Poliak in 1975 detailing 
Emerson's illustrious career and his 
role in developing the legal frame­
work for a constitutionally based 
right of privacy; a year later it had 
published a tribute by Norman Dor- 
sen. But no journal had dedicated an 
entire issue to Professor Emerson 
while using his work as a foundation. 
We would be the first.
We set to work soliciting contribu­
tions, with help from Dean Peter 
Gerhart and Professors Melvyn 
Durchslag, William Marshall, Jona­
than Entin, Peter Joy, and Maxwell 
Mehlman. Doug 'Tulin and Celeste 
Gallagher undertook most of this 
task. Since the Tulin family phone- 
book includes several U.S. Supreme 
Court justices and various other nota­
bles in legal scholarship, Doug had a 
certain advantage in making contacts. 
He was able to cut through secre­
taries and clerks to speak with 
Supreme Court justices faster than 
most people can reach sales man­
agers at Higbee's. Undoubtedly, the 
attorneys at Gaines & Stern, the 
Cleveland firm where Doug worked 
last summer, will not soon forget the 
day when they heard their public 
address system paging their summer 
associate: "A call for Doug Tulin 
from Thurgood Marshall."
Unfortunately, though they 
expressed interest in our issue, none 
of the justices could promise a sub­
mission; they cited ill health, unyield­
ing travel schedules, and the extra 
burden created by the resignation of 
Justice Powell. Nonetheless, our list 
of contributors is impressive:
Guido Calabresi, Dean and Professor of 
Law, Yale University.
Norman Dorsen, Professor of Law, New 
York University, and President of the 
American Civil Liberties Union.
Melvyn R. Durchslag, Professor of Law, 
CWRU.
Jonathan L. Entin, Associate Professor 
of Law, CWRU.
John R Frank, Lewis & Roca, Phoenix, 
Arizona.
Ann E. Freedman, Professor of Law, 
Rutgers University.
Peter M. Gerhart, Dean and Professor 
of Law, CWRU.
Sylvia A. Law, Professor of Law, New 
York University.
William P. Marshall, Professor of Law, 
CWRU.
Burt Neuborne, Professor of Law, New 
York University.
Marlene Arnbld Nichqlapn, Professor of 
Law, DePaul University.
Victor Rabinowitz, Rabinowitz, Boudin, 
Standard, Krinsky & Lieberman, New 
York.
Martin H. Redish, Professor of Law, 
Northwestern University.
Charles A. Reich, Professor of Law, 
University of San Francisco.
Aviam Soifer, Professor of Law, Boston 
University.
Patricia M. Wald, Chief Judge, U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia.
Mark G. Yudof, Dean and Professor of 
Law, University of Texas.
The enthusiastic support and coop­
eration we have received from these 
contributors reflects their personal 
and professional respect for Professor 
Emerson. It is a respect that every­
one in the law should share. In the 
first place, Emerson has been a prodi­
gious scholar. His list of published 
writings—books, articles, book 
reviews, briefs—covers four single­
spaced pages. But he is famous for 
more than quantity. If you grab any 
constitutional law casebook, open it 
to the chapter on the First Amend­
ment, and scan the citations of lead­
ing authorities, you will see certain 
names recurring: Chafee . . . 
Meiklejohn . . . Emerson.
The System of Freedom of Expression, 
published in 1970, and Political and 
Civil Rights in the United States, co­
authored with David Haber and first 
published in 1952, are two of Emer­
son's most significant works. As Pol­
iak wrote in the Yale Law Journal, 
they are "more than merely authori­
tative: they are works which reor­
dered the lines of inquiry for those 
who have come after."
One cannot fully appreciate the, 
import of Emerson's works without 
considering the historical context in 
which they were written. With his 
1952 book. Political and'Civil Rights, 
Emerson became a pioneer in 
addressing such issues as school 
desegregation, school prayer, and 
admissibility of evidence gained 
through unlawful searches—all issues 
that were to receive national atten­
tion, including Supreme Court atten­
tion, in the following years.
In 1964 Emerson was counsel for 
the appellants in a landmark 
Supreme Court case. The appellants 
were the executive director and the 
medical director of a birth control
counseling center in Connecticut, 
who had been convicted under a 
state statute of aiding and abetting 
married couples in the use of contra­
ceptives. Griswold v. Connecticut rep­
resents a significant step towards a 
constitutionally based right of pri­
vacy.
Throughout his career Emerson has 
never swerved from his basic com­
mitments to due process and to free­
dom of inquiry and expression. Those 
commitments were evident when he 
served as a government attorney in 
the 1930s and 1940s, designing and 
implementing various New Deal and 
wartime regulatory programs, as well 
as during the later years when he 
taught law at Yale. He defended fun­
damental individual rights not only 
through his writings but also through 
active participation in such organiza­
tions as the Progressive Party and the 
National Lawyers Guild. He was 
president of the NLG in 1950-51, and 
in 1954 he was given the Guild's 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Award for 
his efforts in defending political and 
civil rights. When the Guild came 
under attack during the McCarthy 
era, Emerson's integrity and his 
unwavering commitment to the 
Guild's ideals helped to keep the 
organization from crumbling.
Emerson has never been frightened 
by repressive, anti-libertarian forces, 
even when powerful voices are repre­
senting them. He challenged the 
existence of the House Un-American 
Activities Committee, and he kept up 
a running battle with J. Edgar Hoover 
and the Federal Bureau of Investiga­
tion, which Norman Dorsen detailed 
in his Yale Law Journal tribute:
In 1949, [Emerson] and David Helfeld 
published a long and biting article criti­
cizing the Federal Loyalty Program and 
the FBI. J. Edgar Hoover responded by 
stating that the article contained "inac­
curacies, distortions, and misstatements" 
concerning the FBI, and that its opinions 
were "most frequently expressed on the 
pages of The Daily Worker." 1948 and 
1949 were not years in which one 
lightly took on J. Edgar Hoover. A gener­
ation later, history was repeated. Emer­
son prepared two of the major papers at 
the 1971 Princeton conference on the 
FBI, discussing among other things 
constitutional abuses that the Bureau 
had perpetuated. . . . We now know that 
the Prinpeton conference aired merely a 
fraction of the lawlessness engaged in 
by the FBI and its late Director. Emer­
son, with courage as well as prescience, 
anticipated the truth by decades.
Despite his profoundly liberal 
social and political beliefs and despite 
his perpetual proximity to centers of 
controversy. Professor Emerson is 
perhaps best known among those 
who have been his students at Yale 
for his uncompromising classroom 
impartiality and for his remarkable 
ability to appreciate alternative argu­
ments on any given issue.
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Professor Emerson's professional 
accomplishments are well docu­
mented and more than merit the time 
and attention that the editors of the 
Case Western Reserve Law Review 
have put into the dedication issue.
But something beyond Emerson's 
professional stature has motivated us. 
I suppose the reason we are all so 
excited about this issue is that we 
have become as fond of Professor 
Emerson as his friend Doug Tulin is. 
An affection like that is highly conta­
gious, and I think readers of 38:4 will 
be similarly infected. All of us on the 
Law Review staff feel, as one editor 
put it, that Professor Emerson is "a 
lovable kind of guy."
About author and artist: Paul 
Linskey, whose home is Somerville, New 
Jersey, majored in biology at Cornell 
University and has a special interest in 
environmental law. He clerked last 
summer with Jones, Day, Reavis & 
Pogue and will return to that firm after 
graduation. James Satola, '89, majored 
in zoology at Ohio State University and 
worked at the University Hospitals of 
Cleveland before entering law school. 
Both art and music are long-time avoca­
tions, but he never studied drawing or 
thought of making a career in art. His 
portrait of Professor Emerson will be 
the frontispiece of 38:4.
You may order your copy of the 
Law Review's special Emerson 
issue by mailing a check for 
$9.00, payable to Case Western 
Reserve Law Review, to Law 
Review Office, CWRU School 
of Law, 11075 East Boulevard, 
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
Life in Another World
by Mary Davis, '88
Mary Davis, a Merit Scholar and a graduate of Northeastern Illinois University, has worked on 
the Journal of International Law, participated in the Client Counseling Competition, and 
involved herself in "Peace and Justice organizations, environmental concerns, and church-related 
activities." She will stay in Cleveland, with the firm of Burke, Haber & Berick, after she 
receives her J.D. degree later this month. She says she is looking forward to being a part of the 
Cleveland renaissance and being involved in "the increased legal interchange between the U.S. 
and Canada that will result from the Free Trade Agreement." The photo was taken on the 
Western Ontario campus.
In 1984, when I was considering 
different law schools, I was drawn to 
Case Western Reserve principally 
because of the Canada-U.S. student 
exchange program that would allow 
me to spend a semester studying law 
at the University of Western Ontario. 
My main interest was environmental 
law, with a special emphasis on the 
Great Lakes region. It was my inten­
tion to take environmental law 
courses at both schools and compare 
the approaches that the two govern­
ments take to solving environmental 
problems. In 1984, all I expected to 
get out of the exchange program was 
an extension of the legal training I 
would receive at CWRU. What I 
actually got out of the experience, 
however, far exceeded that expecta­
tion. Academics was the least of it.
In January, 1987, I flew to London, 
Ontario, for the spring semester of 
my second year. 'The forty-minute 
flight is just a jump across Lake Erie, 
but it was a trip to another world.
My first clue that life in Canada 
would be different came at the air­
port, when a taxi driver got out of his 
cab to help me in with my bags. Not 
only that, at the end of the ride he 
helped me get them into my resi­
dence hall.
This sort of courtesy proved to be 
the norm. It showed up in subtle 
ways: the way people drive, the way 
they wait their turn at the market, 
the way a bus driver would help an 
elderly passenger. I came to accept 
these little things, and by the end of
my stay I wasn't consciously aware 
of them. But I was suddenly aware of 
their absence when I came back to 
life in Cleveland.
When I went out in London the 
day after my arrival, I immediately 
saw another difference: the city is 
clean. So, as it happened, my first 
lesson in Canadian environmental 
law came before classes started. I 
could see what is possible when a 
government makes the environment 
a top priority. Canadian streets and 
sidewalks are clean, and people are 
not likely to litter. (Which is the 
cause and which is the effect, I can't 
say.)
I was next aware of a general slow­
ness of movement: no one seemed to 
be in a hurry. And perhaps that is the 
cause both of Canadian courtesy and 
of Canadian cleanliness. People are 
not in too big a hurry to notice.
The law building was not open 
during the Christmas break, so on the 
first day of classes I went scurrying, 
like a good American law student, to 
find the assignment board and get 
started on the reading for my first 
classes. When I asked where the 
board was, I got laughed at. At West­
ern the first class is introductory. 
Many students don't even buy their 
books until the second week. My first 
Canadian law school lesson: Take it 
easy, eh!
Even when the semester was under 
way, the atmosphere at Western 
seemed so relaxed. The professors 
dress as casually as the students and
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are no more punctual. (I had an extra 
five minutes to get to my 8:30 class.) 
The classroom teaching is not 
Socratic; rather, the professors 
depend on volunteers. And it is 
amazing what a difference that 
makes in the class experience.
Instead of worrying about what I 
would say if I were called on, I could 
pay undivided attention to the lecture 
or the discussion. You might think 
that the lecture/volunteer system 
would breed unprepared students, 
but it seemed not to. It was certainly 
far more efficient than the Socratic 
method. We covered more material in 
less time, and the reading assign­
ments were heavier than I was used 
to.
There is a difference in the extra­
curricular activities as well. At 
CWRU it seems like every time you 
turn around some student organiza­
tion is rolling out free kegs of beer.
At Western Ontario there are parties 
throughout the sp xiester, but there's 
always a cash bar. On the other 
hand, exercise classes are free at 
Western, and they are offered several 
times a day. At CWRU you pay for 
gym classes. The results are what 
you might expect: 1) more students at 
Western go to fitness classes, and 2) 
Western students drink less at par­
ties. Maybe both help to account for 
the lower stress level at Western.
Another stress-lessener at Western 
is ping-pong. In one of the student 
lounges two ping-pong tables are in 
nearly constant use. It may sound 
silly, but I think that ping-pong has 
made a significant contribution to 
student life at Western, especially 
during the winter. When you need a 
study break, a couple of games ping- 
pong get the blood circulating, and 
you go back to work with renewed 
energy.
The more relaxed atmosphere at 
Western and the built-in stress reduc­
ing mechanisms made me realize 
how much of the stress in U.S. law 
schools is manufactured, and how 
much better student life is without it. 
A little less tension in the classroom 
and a few more opportunities to relax 
and re-create make a tremendous 
difference.
Academically, the Canadian stu­
dents who come to CWRU have a leg 
up on the Americans who go to West­
ern, because the Canadians have 
been exposed to quite a bit of Ameri­
can law. I was surp:;ised to find 
American case law cited in several of 
my Canadian courses. Although I did 
not take Constitutional Law at West­
ern, I understand that Canada 
depends almost exclusively on Ameri­
can law for precedent, because the 
Canadian Charter of Rights is only 
ten years old. So Canadian students 
arrive at CWRU with some under­
standing of our court system and our 
case law, but Americans arrive at
Western nearly ignorant of Canadian 
law.
A couple of my biggest surprises 
were in the area of criminal law. 
Except for summary convictions (like 
our misdemeanors) criminal law is 
federal law. This makes sense when 
you think about it: armed robbery 
carries the same penalty in Ontario 
as in Manitoba. Another surprise is 
that Canadian prosecutors can appeal 
the acquittal of a criminal defendant. 
Fortunately, the Canadians could 
understand my confusion—they 
watch a lot of American television. 
All in all, my Canadian experience 
reminded me that although we often 
speak of law in terms of right and 
wrong, it is really just a system of 
order. Another country can organize 
its system quite differently without 
being "wrong."
I also made some discoveries about 
Canadian politics. I knew, of course, 
that Canada has a parliamentary 
system. What I didn't know about 
was "question period." Every day 
during Parliament's session the prime 
minister or his representative must 
answer questions from the opposi­
tion. This is broadcast on the radio 
and reported in the newspapers. The 
P.M. is immediately accountable for 
any controversial decisions.
How much impact this single dif­
ference can have on the ipolitical 
system was brought home to me one 
day in the student lounge. The Iran- 
Contra scandal had broken, and 
every day the newspapers brought 
out some new piece of information 
that implicated the White House. A 
Canadian student asked me, "How 
can President Reagan not resign?" 
Such a possibility had not occurred to 
me. After all, American presidents do 
not resign very often—only every two 
hundred years or so. But the Cana­
dian persisted: "If it happened here.
the prime minister would look so 
ridiculous during question period that 
he couldn't stay in office." In the 
U.S. the president doesn't even have 
to hold a press conference unless he 
wants to, and in Canada the prime 
minister can be embarrassed out of 
office. Food for thought.
In general, I think, Canadians are 
better informed than Americans are 
about politics. The newspapers there 
do a good job of covering local, 
national, and foreign politics—not 
least, U.S. politics. The Chicago may- 
oral primaries were held while I was 
in Canada, and of course the Demo­
cratic primary is more important in 
that city than the general election. I 
was amazed to find excellent cover­
age of the Chicago primaries in the 
Globe and Mail. I did not realize how 
little global news we get in American 
newspapers until I saw so much of it 
in even a local daily like London's.
While I found differences in aca­
demics and in politics, the biggest 
difference I felt was that between 
cities. I spent many hours walking 
through different parts of London. 
Ontario has seen terrific growth in 
the last two decades, and much of 
London is new. But the city did not 
follow the practice of many American 
cities and tear down the old to make 
room for the new. Instead, the old 
brownstones and brick townhouses 
and mansions have been restored, 
some continuing as residences and 
others converted to other uses. The 
old and the new blend nicely. You 
find a poster shop in an old brown- 
stone (together with a shop selling 
antique clothing). You walk out of the 
new library and see the Victoria Park 
skating rink and bandshell. You ride 
through gracious tree-lined streets on 
speedy public transit.
On the ground level of a modern 
downtown parking garage is the 
Covent Garden Market. There you 
find butchers and bakeries and 
farmers selling their own produce.
You can buy flowers and cheeses, 
and one merchant blends his own 
teas. No one ever seems in a rush.
The cheese seller is always happy to 
give the customer a taste of cheese (I 
never ate lunch before shopping 
there), and the baker will answer 
endless questions about pastries.
For me I shopping at the market 
was like stepping back into another 
time. I got the same feeling in Victo­
ria Park, watching the children learn­
ing to skate and listening to the 
music over the loudspeakers. These 
things have been going on for ages, I 
thought. I just happen to be here 
now.
The striking thing about the market 
and the park is that both are in the 
city's center, steps away from office 
buildings and banks. You get to them 
on a downtown bus. You can also 
take the bus to a supermarket.
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because London has supermarkets 
like any other city. But I shopped at 
the market as often as I could. For 
some reason, the fruit always tasted 
better.
1 felt no hesitation about exploring 
the city, because every part of it felt 
safe. There is strict handgun control 
in Canada, and that alone cuts down 
the crime rate dramatically. Generally 
speaking, you are just not nervous 
walking down the street. One Sunday 
night a friend and I went downtown 
to a movie (the movies are still down­
town!) and got out late, after the last 
bus had left for the campus. Like 
typical students, we had brought just 
enough money for the movie and the 
bus. So there we were at midnight, 
an hour's walk from the campus, and 
a cab was out of the question. We 
walked. Without fear and without 
any reason for fear we walked from 
downtown to the campus and 
through the campus.
The same friend I was with that 
night came to CWRU last fall and, as 
we all do, felt nervous about walking 
between the law school and the dor­
mitory late in the evening. He said, 
"You Americans think that you are 
free, but we have freedom from 
fear." That is a freedom I had never 
understood until I lived in Canada.
I was lucky in the people 1 met. I 
made several good friends in Canada, 
both inside and outside the law 
school community. I learned to think 
about stress and freedom differently. 
And I learned to look at our govern­
ment from a different angle and to 
question some things about our legal 
system. I have been back to visit 
three times, and I always hate to 
leave. It was my home for a semes­
ter.
During that semester I learned a 
little Canadian law, but—more impor­
tant—I was introduced to a people 
and a culture so near to our country 
and yet so different. This is what the 
exchange program is for: not studying 




Professor Melvyn R. Durchslag, a 
member of the law faculty since 
1970, has been named the law 
school's associate dean for academic 
affairs. His responsibilities, which he 
assumed on January 1, include all 
aspects of academic planning—curric­
ulum development, course schedul­
ing, registration, examinations and 
grades, adjunct faculty appointments, 
and faculty development. He will 
also serve as the acting dean in the 
dean's absence.
A graduate of Northwestern Uni­
versity (both B.S. and J.D.), Durch­
slag practiced law in Chicago before 
coming to Cleveland in 1968 and 
spending two years as law reform 
director of the Cleveland Legal Aid 
Society.
Durchslag's primary area of interest 
is constitutional law, though he also 
teaches the course called State and 
Local Government and in the past 
has taught courses in urban redevel­
opment, housing policy, and land use 
control. His published scholarship 
includes "Salyer, Ball and Holt: Reap­
praising the Right to Vote in Terms of 
Political 'Interest' and Vote Dilution" 
{Case Western Reserve Law Review, 
1983) and "Constraints on Equal 
Access to Fundamental Liberties: 
Another Look at Professor 
Michelman's Theory of Minimum 
Protection” {Georgia Law Review, 
1985). Forthcoming in the Case West­
ern Reserve Law Review is "Misuse of 
Separation of Powers Theory in Cases 
Outside the System of Freedom of 
Expression."
In addition he has served the law 
school as chairman of the last dean 
search advisory committee and chair­
man, 1982 to 1986, of the Curriculum 
Committee. His community service 
has included the presidency, 1982 to 
1986, of CNA Inc., a nonprofit corpo­
ration encouraging tenant manage­
ment cooperatives. Since 1983 he has 
been a trustee of the Cleveland Legal 
Aid Society.
Commenting on Durchslag's 
appointment to the new position 
(vacant since Professor Hugh Ross 
held it some years ago). Dean 
Gerhart said: "Having an associate 
dean for academic affairs will enable 
us to continue our growth as one of 
the country's major centers for the 
study of law, and will permit us to 
shape our educational program in 
anticipation of changes within the 
profession and academia. Professor 
Durchslag's vast experience as a 
member of this faculty, including his 
important service as chair of the 
faculty curriculum committee, and 
the high regard his colleagues have 
for him make him a natural choice 
for this position."
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Susan Ellen Frankel, '81
1951-1988
by Kerstin Trawick
Susan Frankel, the law school's 
vivacious, hard-working, and much 
loved director of admission and 
financial aid, died on January 31, 
1988. She was 36.
A graduate of Washington Univer­
sity, Susan taught French and worked 
as a travel agent before enrolling here 
as a law student. When she gradu­
ated in 1981, she was named to assist 
Professor Oliver Schroeder, then 
acting as director of admission. In 
1982 she took over the admission 
office, and for the next five years she 
worked, enthusiastically and indefati- 
gably, to bring top-notch law students 
to Case Western Reserve.
Besides having the affection of her 
colleagues and of the students she 
brought here, Susan had the respect 
of her peers. In the circles of law 
admission counselors, she was 
known as an innovator. The Ohio 
Law School Caravan was her inven­
tion, and the admission bulletin that 
she re-created in 1982, with its glossy 
pages and superb photography, set a 
standard that other schools have 
copied.
Most of us at the law school knew 
that Susan was not a well person. 
When she died, she had been on 
medical leave since late October. 
According to the county coroner, her 
death was due to exposure; she was 
found out of doors, with empty pre­
scription vials nearby. Days later, a 
long article in the Cleveland Plain 
Dealer, prepared with the cooperation 
of Susan’s family, detailed her strug­
gle against an obsessive/compulsive 
disorder.
In retrospect, heroic is the word for 
Susan Frankel. A phenomenal energy 
kept her going. More than that, she 
turned in a superb performance.
And, most amazingly, her own trou­
bles never crippled her ability to 
care—and to care deeply and intelli­
gently—about other people. She 
never saw potential applicants to the 
law school as mere warm bodies who 
might fill classroom spaces. Every 
one was a unique, interesting human 
being who might be ideally suited to 
this law school—or whosTeally might 
be happier elsewhere. And if Susan 
thought the latter, she said so.
As our director of admission, she 
personified the law school. At a 
memorial service on campus, one 
student after another spoke about 
Susan's warmth and about the projec­
tion of that warmth to the institution. 
"The admissions process tends to be
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all too distant and impersonal,” said 
Brett Barenholtz, '89. "In fact, law 
school itself is often impersonal. This 
is where Susan Frankel was different. 
She cared about each person. Even 
her letters of acceptance, which were 
expectedly similar, had a warmth and 
sincerity that made them unique to 
this law school. All of us who are 
students here have been touched by 
Susan’s life. She read each of our 
applications, and signed each of our 
letters of acceptance. But in a more 
profound sense, she has brought us 
all here together, as companions in 
the study of law, and as friends.”
An applicant in Boston who heard 
of Susan's death wrote to Dean 
Gerhart: "All too often in the hustle 
of applying to schools, the student 
himself, as an individual, becomes 
lost. . . . Miss Frankel was the only 
admissions officer I met who, I feel, 
talked to me as an individual rather 
than a 'law school candidate.'
Though I did not know her well, I 
know that the world has lost a pre­
cious commodity: someone who goes 
beyond what is expected."
Dean Gerhart said of Susan 
Frankel: "The work that she did, and 
the way she did it, constitute some of 
the very best things about our law 
school. Energy, enthusiasm, caring 
and personal attention—these are the 
hallmarks of an institution that is 
alive and growing. These are some of 
the things that Susan showed us. 
Susan knew that people matter, that 
an institution only prospers if it looks 
at people as individuals and tries to 
understand people on their own 
terms."
We all have our favorite memories 
of Susan, and my own have to do 
with her gaiety—a courageous gaiety. 
The photograph on the facing page, 
which ran on In Briefs cover four 
years ago, captures a moment after 
the Great Christmas Disaster of 1983, 
when the heat went off in the build­
ing and staff returning after the holi­
day were greeted in their offices by 
frigid temperatures, dead plants, and 
all the damage that can be done by 
pipes freezing and bursting. With my 
camera I roamed Gund Hall, record­
ing the devastation. I found Susan in 
her office, in overcoat and gloves, 
standing behind her desk talking 
animatedly, at long distance, with an 
applicant.
Seeing me circling around behind 
the plastic-draped typewriter and the 
corpse of a potted plant, Susan real­
ized that she could make the photo 
even better. She hoisted her 
umbrella, looked skyward, and 
smiled her most radiant smile.
For Susan
by Roger I. Abrams
We knew she had fragile wings,
But there was so much color,
So much zest for life
As she danced from flower to flower.
We shared the joy of her space.
She touched us 
And made friends.
But now her wings are broken.
There is great sadness.
But then you recall the way
The light shown through her wings
And you find comfort in remembering.
The law school will establish 
a Susan Frankel Memorial 
Scholarship Fund. Contribu­
tions, payable to Case Western 
Reserve University, may be sent 
to the CWRU Law School, 




Visitors to the Law School
This issue of In Brief goes to the 
printer before the end of March—just 
too early for proper retrospective 
coverage of an extraordinary parade 
of spring visitors. We must rely, 
therefore, on the future tense and 
photographs provided through the 
mail.
On March 23 and 24 the Law- 
Medicine Center will sponsor its first 
Oliver C. Schroeder, Jr., Scholar in 
Residence. He is John A. Robertson, 
Baker and Botts Professor at the law 
school of the University of Texas and 
one of the nation's leading scholars in 
law-medicine. A graduate of Dart­
mouth College and Harvard Law 
School, he spent a year at the Har­
vard Medical School as a research 
fellow in law and psychiatry. His 
most recently published book is The 
Rights of the Critically III (1983), and 
he is currently at work on a book 
about gender roles and new repro­
ductive technologies. The main event 
of his sojourn at Case Western 
Reserve is to be a public lecture: 
"Anencephalics and Fetuses as Trans­
plant Sources and the Symbolic Nat­
ure of Medical Ethical Controver­
sies."
With some help from the Univer­
sity Program Board, the McBride 
Lecture Series, and a benefactor who 
prefers to remain anonymous, the 
law school was able to take advan­
tage of an opportunity, presented at 
very short notice, to bring Robert H. 
Bork, former appellate judge and 
near-miss justice of the U.S. Supreme 
Court, to the Case Western Reserve 
campus. Bork will deliver a public 
lecture in Severance Hall the evening 
of April 4. Earlier that day he will 
spend some time at the law school, 
meeting informally with the faculty. 
One member of the faculty will be no 
stranger to him: Leon Cabinet and 
Robert Bork were law school class­
mates at the University of Chicago.
Hard on the heels of Bork comes a 
distinguished South African attorney, 
Arthur Chaskalson, who is spending 
the current academic year in resi­
dence at the law school of Columbia 
University. He will be at Case West­
ern Reserve April 5 and 6.
Chaskalson is the director of the 
Legal Resources Centre, the only 
public interest nonprofit legal organi­
zation operating in South Africa. 
According to Professor Sidney Picker, 
through whom the school made con­
tact with Chaskalson, the center 
"does for South Africa what such 
groups as the NAACP Legal Defense 
and Education Fund did in this coun­
try." Chaskalson will deliver a public 
lecture in which he will address "the 
problematic of lawyers and judges in 
an unjust society, with particular
reference to the contradictions and 
complications which arise when 
attempts are made to uphold the rule 
of law in a society whose laws are 
repressive."
The very next day, April 7, is the 
date of the annual Law Review ban­
quet. The speaker will be Norman 
Dorsen, Stokes Professor of law at 
New York University and president 
of the American Civil Liberties 
Union. He has taught at NYU since 
1961 and been president of the ACLU 
since 1976 (before that he was the 
ACLU's general counsel). As ACLU 
counsel he argued a number of signif­
icant cases before the U.S. Supreme 
Court, including the Gault case, 
which established the right of juve­
niles to due process in delinquency 
hearings, and Levy v. Louisiana,
John A. Robertson
Norman Dorsen
which first recognized the constitu­
tional rights of illegitimate children. 
In 1971 he argued the first abortion 
rights appeal heard by the Court, and 
he was on the brief in Roe v. Wade.
The Black Law Students Associa­
tion has invited Georgia Congress­
man John Lewis to speak at the BLSA 
banquet on April 16. As chairman of 
the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee Lewis was one of the 
leaders of the civil rights movement; 
he counts forty times that he was 
jailed. His career progressed through 
the Southern Regional Council, the 
Voter Education Project, and 
ACTION, the federal volunteer 
agency. In 1981 he was elected to the 
Atlanta City Council. Re-elected in 




CWRU Law Grad Chairs NLRB
James M. Stephens, '71, a member 
of the National Labor Relations Board 
since 1985, has been named its chair­
man. The presidential appointment 
was announced in January.
Stephens, who grew up in Gran­
ville, Ohio, came to the law school 
from Wittenberg University. After his 
graduation he clerked for Judge Leo 
A. Jackson, Ohio Court of Appeals, 
and then practiced law with Roetzel 
& Andress in Akron. In 1977 the late 
Congressman John Ashbrook selected 
him as a staff counsel on the House 
Committee on Education and Labor.
In 1981 he became labor counsel for 
Senator Orrin G. Hatch of Utah, then 
chairman of the Labor and Human 
Resources Committee.
Stephens came back to the law 
school in the fall of 1986 to give an 
Academy lecture on the NLRB 
appointments process and the politics 
surrounding the process. At that time 
he was enjoying his work as a board 




After five years on the Case West­
ern Reserve law faculty. Professor 
Barbara Rook Snyder is leaving us. 
She will teach next year at Ohio State 
University.
Snyder told In Brief that part of her 
reason for leaving is that Columbus is 
her hometown; she still has family 
there. "It was a difficult decision," 
she said. "I've been very happy here, 
and I hate to leave so many good 
friends."
Likewise, there is regret on the part 
of the law faculty and students. "Bar­
bara is a committed teacher, an active 
scholar, and a good friend," said 
Dean Peter Gerhart. "We are sorry to 
lose her."
Charles Fried, solicitor general of 
the United States and the third rank­
ing lawyer in the government, will be 
the speaker at the law school's com­
mencement exercises on Monday,
May 16, at 11:15 a.m. at Severance 
Hall. The public is invited to attend.
Born in Czechoslovakia and granted 
U.S. citizenship as a teenager. Fried 
took his A.B. degree at Princeton and 
his J.D. at Columbia; he also holds 
B.A. and M.A. degrees from Oxford 
University. After clerking for Justice 
John M. Harlan, U.S. Supreme Court, 
he had a distinguished professorial 
career at Harvard until 1985, when 
he was named deputy solicitor gen­
eral and, months later, solicitor gen­
eral.
The morning of May 16 will be 
filled with commencement festivities. 
The 1988 law graduates and the by­
now-obligatory Dixieland band will 
assemble at Gund Hall at 7:30 and 
with also-obligatory purple balloons 
in hand will process (or parade) 
across campus for the university 
commencement exercises at Van 
Horn Field. These begin at 9:30.
Since the concerted, most heartfelt 
prayers of university officials, even 
those at the highest level, have not 
been effective in producing fair 
weather for commencement in either 
of the last two years, the decision 
was made to rely instead on a tent. 
Van Horn Field will be covered for 
the occasion.
being NLRB chairman is "icing on 
the cake." His administrative duties 
keep him from spending as much 
time on cases as he would like, but 
"even administration has had its 
rewards." He adds: "I wish there 
were more hours in the day."
Since the chairman serves at the 
pleasure of the president, Stephens 
recognizes that his tenure in the 
position may well be one of the 
shortest on record. He will continue, 
however, to be a member of the 
board until his term expires in 1990. 
After that, he says, he has no idea 
what he will be doing. But then, he 
adds, "I've never known what my 
next job would be."
In Brief asked Stephens who taught 
him Labor Law as a student. We 
hoped that we could give the law 
school and some member of its fac­
ulty particular credit for his success 
in the field. His answer, unfortu­
nately, was that he never took Labor 
Law.
All degrees are granted at the uni­
versity convocation, and the various 
schools hand out diplomas at sepa­
rate exercises. The law faculty and 
1988 graduates will go directly from 
Van Horn Field to Severance Hall. We 
expect some 200 graduates (including 
some who completed degree require­
ments in January) to march across 
the stage. See the September In Brief 




Thomas J. Moyer, chief justice of the Ohio Supreme Court, presided over the final round of the 
Ault Tournament. Laura Hauser was the winner, and Duane Gibson the runner-up. Hauser won 
the fall Davis Award for best brief; Gibson won it in the spring, and also won the award for the 
best defendant's oral argument. Hauser's was the best plaintiff's oral argument in the fall; in the 
spring she tied with Kenneth Levine.
by Susan Austin-Carney, '88 
Chairman, Moot Court Board
I am happy to report to the school's 
alumni that the moot court program 
is alive and well. We have had a busy 
year.
The Dean Dunmore Competition 
attracted 75 second-year students this 
year. At this writing we are days 
away from the culminating tourna­
ment in which the top 16 advocates 
will compete. A distinguished panel 
of judges will be on hand for the 
final round on April 9: Ruth Bader 
Ginsberg, U.S. Court of Appeals,
D.C. Circuit; Harlington Wood, Jr., 
U.S. Court of Appeals, Seventh Cir­
cuit; and Hubert L. Will, U.S. District 
Court, N.D. Illinois.
Our third-year intramural competi­
tion, named for Jonathan M. Ault,
'83, involved this year's 21 partici­
pants in a criminal procedure prob­
lem during the fall semester. They 
were scored on written motions, 
supportive briefs, and oral argu­
ments. The top eight—James Bigelos, 
Duane Gibson, Laura Hauser, Terry 
Heeter, Keri Levine, Tom Pellis,
Debra Perelman, Joseph Williams— 
went on to compete in the spring 
semester with a new civil problem 
involving motions for summary judg­
ment. Laura Hauser and Duane Gib­
son argued in the final round on 
March 24 before Chief Justice 
Thomas J. Moyer.
Again we had teams in three extra­
mural competitions. The top six advo­
cates in last year's Dunmore Compe­
tition comprised this year's National 
Moot Court Team. Their case was a 
smoker's suit against a tobacco com­
pany; the plaintiff alleged that the 
company's failure to give adequate 
warning of the addictive nature of 
smoking and its adverse health conse­
quences, coupled with overpromotion 
of its products, amounted to gross 
negligence. The team gave us a splen­
did team night on November 7 and 
went on to the regional competition, 
where they represented CWRU with 
their best efforts.
Kenneth Levine shared with Laura Hauser 
the award for best plaintiff's oral argument 
in the spring Ault competition.
Ault competitors Debra Perelman and Milan 
Yancich. Perelman won the spring award for 
best plaintiff's brief; in the fall Yancich had 
the best defendant's oral argument.
Terry Heeter wrote the best defendant's brief 
in the fall Ault competition.
Members of the National Moot Court Team: Timothy Clancy, Virginia Butts, Maura Scanlon, 
Richard Gearhart, and Nancy Oretskin. (Not pictured: Jennifer Rie.)
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Judges at the National Moot Court Team 
Night: David A. Nelson, Nathaniel R. Jones 
(both U.S. Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit!, 
and Alice Batchelder, U.S. District Court, 
N.D. Ohio—with Dean Peter Gerhart.
Our two competitions in interna­
tional law present special challenges, 
both in the writing style of the briefs 
and in the research sources. The 
Phillip C. Jessup Competition is spon­
sored by the Association of Student 
International Law Societies and the 
American Society of International 
Law. The problem this year involved 
a hijacking episode, a demand for 
extradition of the hijackers, and the 
interception of an aircraft transport­
ing the hijackers; the dispute was 
between the (fictional, obviously) 
countries of Yokum and Shangri.
Team night was February 13—again, 
a fine evening leading to regional 
representation in Cincinnati.
The Niagara Competition deals 
with issues between two real coun­
tries, the United States and Canada. 
This year the problem involved a 
collision between two ships, one U.S. 
and the other Canadian, in the St. 
Lawrence Seaway and the resultant 
spill of oil and chemical fertilizer. 
March 19 was the date of the team 
night, and a week later the team 
traveled to Montreal for the competi­
tion.
All the teams owe thanks to their 
faculty advisers—Kathryn Mercer 
(National), Sidney Picker (Jessup), 
and Robert Lawry (Niagara)—and 
to their student coordinators: Lori 
Bornstein (National), Timothy Brick 
(Jessup), and Lorraine Boorman 
(Niagara).
Presiding over the Niagara Team Night were 
Hans Fischer of Borden, Inc.,
Frank Hartman of Pickands Mather, and 
Glenn Billington, Cleveland attorney.
Jessup Team Night judges: Edward Gordon, professor of law, George Washington University; 
Ann Aldrich, U.S. District Court, N.D. Ohio; and Karl G. Herald of Jones, Day, Reavis & 
Pogue. They are with Timothy Brick, team coordinator.
Douglas Tulin, Thomas Michals, Ruthanne Murray, and Wiliam Hayes made up the Jessup 
Moot Court Team.
Niagara Team personnel: in the back row, Stanley Selden, Kathryn Springman, Jacquie 
Musacchia; Lorraine Boorman (team coordinator! and Marc Frumer. Springman was ranked 
fourth among all oral advocates in the competition at Montreal.
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Will We Make Our Goal?
by Patrick M. Zohn, '78 
Chairman
Alumni Annual Fund
Each year alumni support of the 
law school increases, and that, to me, 
is a good indication that the work 
and accomplishments of the law 
school continue to foster a sense of 
pride in our alumni. In the last four 
years, the alumni and friends of the 
law school have succeeded in sur­
passing the goal set for the Law 
Alumni Annual Fund. Although the 
goal is set by a small committee, the 
principal responsibility for the suc­
cess of the fund belongs to the 
alumni body and friends who support 
it. Again this year the class agents, 
donor club advocates, and other 
alumni and student volunteers 
deserve the thanks of the law school 
for their part in the fund-raising 
efforts.
This is not to say that this year's 
fund drive and efforts are complete. 
We still have two remaining months. 
We are just barely even with last 
year's figures and I would be remiss, 
as chairman of this year's fund, if I 
did not make one last petition for 
your participation. Our goal for this
year's fund is $410,000—a 9 percent 
increase over the 1987 goal. As of 
April 1, 1988, contributions totalled 
$311,038 and not-yet-paid pledges 
totalled $65,114. On April 1, 1987, 
we had $304,858 in cash and 
$82,606 in pledges. We need 
everyone's support.
Many of you have already made
your pledge to this year's fund.
Please remember that the last day for 
gifts to be received and credited to 
this year's fund is June 30, 1988. In 
1987 the default rate for pledges not 
paid was 10 percent, down from 12 
percent in 1986. This year we will 
try to reduce that percentage even 
further; alumni with outstanding 
pledges can expect a reminder call 
from a volunteer sometime during 
the last two weeks of June. Please 
save us that call and make your gift 
before June 15.
If you have not yet made a pledge 
but would like to make a contribu­
tion, you can do so by making your 
check payable to Case Western 
Reserve University and sending it to 
Case Western Reserve University, 
School of Law, 11075 East Boulevard, 
Cleveland, Ohio, 44106, ATTN: Janet 
Scott.
The Law Alumni Annual Fund is 
our annual gift to the law school.
Let's make this another record-break­
ing year of which we can all be 
proud.

































1988 Alumni Annual Fund
Hats Off to the Volunteers!
The law school is immensely grate­
ful to the volunteers who play a 
major role in the annual fund-raising 
effort. Many of the class agents have 
represented their class for years and 
years. Others are new at it. We list 
them here, with great appreciation, 
and we will welcome anyone who 
steps forward to volunteer for one of 
the classes not represented. We also 
list the donor club advocates. These 
are the people who are largely 
responsible for our increase in major 
gifts in the last few years.
The annual Report of Giving will 
list other volunteers. Our thanks to 
all the alumni, students, and friends 
who have joined us for the telethons 
and who, in so many other ways, 




Margaret Jean Grover, '83 
John E. Schiller, '84 
Dean Finfrock Club 
Joel A. Makee, '69
Dean Dunmore Club
Richard E. Guster, '55 
Dean Hopkins Club 
William L. Ziegler, '55
Dean Andrews Club
F. Rush McKnight, '55
1962 Frederick M. Lombardi
1963 Leonard R. Piotrowski
1964 Edward Kancler
1965 Gary L. Bryenton
1966 Phillip Campanella
1967 Gerald Kurland
1968 Michael S. Yauch
1969 William W. Allport
1970 William B. Lawrence
1971 John A. Demer
1972 Stephen C. Weingrad
1974 Douglas J. Paul
1975 George L. McGaughey 
Thomas F. McKee
1976 Robert G. McCreary III 
Gilda F. Spears
1977 Frances F. Goins 
Patricia M. Holland
1978 Timothy J. Grendell 
Patrick M. Zohn
1979 Kurt Karakul 
Jan L. Roller
1980 Mary Anne Garvey 
Rosaleen L. Kiernan
1981 Alexander M. Andrews 
Bob C. Griffo
1982 Elizabeth Barker Brandt 
David Demarest Green
1983 Kathyrn Sords Mercer 
Barry J. Miller
1984 Robert F. Linton, Jr. 
John M. Wirtshafter
1985 Ann Harlan Young 
Larry W. Zukerman
1986 Steven K. Aronoff 
S. Scott Lasher
1987 Catherine M. Kilbane
Class Agents
1926 Elmer J. Babin 
1929 Clarence D. Murray
1931 James A. Gleason
1932 Earl P. Schneider
1933 E. Clark Morrow
1934 Eugene B. Schwartz
1936 David I. Sindell
1937 William R. Van Aken
1938 Robert G. Boes
1940 Bernard S. Goldfarb
1941 Robert P. Eshelman
1942 John J. Conway
1945 Stanley M. Clark
1946 Herbert W. Kane
1947 Hal H. Newell
1948 John E. Smeltz
1949 Howard W. Broadbent
1950 Lawrence E. Stewart
1951 Fred Weisman
1952 William M. Warren
1953 Lewis Einbund
1954 James J. Gilvary
1955 William H. Wallace
1956 Keith E. Spero
1957 Joseph G. Schneider
1958 Norman S. Jeavons
1959 Harold E. Friedman
1960 Bernard D. Goodman
1961 Alan I. Arnold
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1988 Alumni Weekend
Save these dates: Friday and Satur­
day, September 23 and 24. The law 
school is planning yet another action- 
packed, fun-filled Alumni Weekend.
The social activities will begin with 
a Friday evening cocktail reception 
hosted by the president of the univer­
sity, Agnar Pytte, at the newly reno­
vated presidential residence—the old 
Halle mansion in the Chestnut Hills 
section of Cleveland Heights.
On Saturday the festivities continue 
with an all-alumni luncheon at the 
law school. There the Alumni Associ­
ation will present its annual awards, 
and—as always—nominations are in 
order. Send your suggestions c/o 
Kerstin Trawick, director of external 
affairs. There are three awards: the 
Fletcher Reed Andrews Award to a 
distinguished senior graduate, the 
distinguished teacher award, and the 
award to a distinguished recent grad­
uate (recent meaning no earlier than 
1978).
The Office of Continuing Legal 
Education will present a daylong 
program on Friday, and the Place­
ment Office will offer interviewing 
opportunities.
The CLE program, entitled Winning 
Before Trial, will feature Professor 
James W. McElhaney—known far and 
wide as the author of McElhaney's 
Trial Notebook, as the former editor 
of Litigation magazine, and now as a 
regular columnist in the ABA Journal. 
McElhaney's topics will include Pick­
ing a Winning Case, Informal Investi­
gation, Deposition Strategies and 
Techniques, Discovery From and 
About Experts, and Motion Practice.
All of the above will be detailed in 
a summer mailing to every graduate 
of the law school, but if you just 
can't wait to get your questions 
answered, call the Office of External 
Affairs at 216/368-3860.
Again the weekend's special attrac­
tion, for many people, will be a class 
reunion Saturday evening. Each class 
is organizing a separate party, and 
these will be held in various locations 
throughout the city, many of them in 
a class member's home. At this writ­
ing not all details are firmly fixed, 
but by the time In Brief hits your 
mailbox, everyone in a reunion class 
should have received a first mailing.
If you are in one of the classes listed 
below, and if you havehT heard from 
your reunion committee, please 
notify the law school.
We will also be happy to hear from 
you if you are interested in attending 
one of the reunions and, for one 
reason or another, you are not on the 
mailing list for that class. Perhaps 
you graduated a semester early or a 
semester late. Or maybe you just 
have good friends in that class. At
any rate, none of these reunions is an 
exclusive, closely restricted gathering. 
If you want to join in, you will be 
welcomed.
Class of 1938
Fred and Betty Cox, who invited 
the class to their home five years ago, 
have volunteered to host the golden 
anniversary gala. Others on the plan­
ning committee are Ivan Miller, Fran­
cis Feighan, Marvin Krichman, and 
Irwin Pohl.
Class of 1943
John Carney, Robert Longano, and 
Louis Tucci have sent a letter to their 
classmates inquiring, among other 
things, whether the preference is for 
Friday or Saturday evening; one pos­
sibility is to have dinner together 
after the president's reception.
Class of 1948
The classes (more precisely) of 
1948 have not yet—as of this writ­
ing-settled on a site for their forty- 
year celebration, but plans are mov­
ing forward. The reunion committee 
consists of Richard Chenoweth, John 
V Corrigan, Byron Fair, Bob Fay,
Frank J. Gorman, Marvin Koblentz,
A1 Krenzler, Blanche Krupansky and 
Frank Vargo, Jim Hoffman, Leonard 
Schur, Phyllis Mancino, John Smeltz, 
Zelda Stutz, Charles Richey, Proctor 
Jones, Oscar Hunsicker, Don MacDo- 
well, Robert Lewis, Larry Traeger, 
and Larry Turnock.
Class of 1953
Lew Einbund, Herbert Hoppe, Ron 
Penner, Howard Sokolsky and Harold 
Ticktin, all of whom helped plan the 
last reunion, met in April to begin 
planning the 35-year celebration. At 
this writing the site is yet to be 
selected.
Class of 1958
The planning committee consists of 
George Aronoff, Jim Berick, Bill ’ 
Falsgraf, Ray Grabow, Stanley Keller, 
Tom McGuire, George Moscarino, 
David Perelman, Alan Sims, and 
Gene Stevens. At this writing the 
location of the class get-together has 
not been determined, and suggestions 
are welcome.
Class of 1963
Fred Friedman, Ron Gordon, Marty 
Murphy, Bill Papenbrock, and Len 
Piotrowski are planning a grand cele­
bration for the silver anniversary 
class. Since members of the class 
have fond memories of beer-drinking 
at Minnillo's, the party will be held
there—even though the restaurant is 
now named the Greenhouse and they 
have moved the bar upstairs.
Class of 1968
Bill and Barbara Valis hosted the 
reunion five years ago and survived 
so successfully that they have volun­
teered again. A sizeable committee is 
organizing the affair: Sarah Morris 
Brown, Mario Ciano, Bob Crump, 
Janet Daniels, Larry Faigin, Bennett 
Falk, John Flynn, Bernard Goodman, 
Bob Gutin, Bob fjorst. Bill Leather- 
berry George Miller, Vaughn Tittle, 
and Fred Watkins.
Class of 1973
Larry and Andi Carlini have invited 
the class to their home for the fif­
teen-year celebration. Others in the 
planning group are Susan Jaros, Mark 
Swary Steve Webster, Gary Brackett, 
Edgar Boles, Bruce Gordon, Mike 
Magness, Marcy Newman, Randy 
Solomon, Ron Stocker, Chuck Weller, 
Miles Zaremski, and Steve Weingrad.
Class of 1978
Ann Womer Benjamin attended the 
Class of 1977 reunion last fall with 
her husband David and was inspired 
by the example of Tom Lee and Bar­
bara Rodriguez to offer her home for 
her own class's ten-year celebration.
A big committee is doing the organiz­
ing: Bruce Belman, Gary Boncella, 
Nicky Calio, Doug Charnas, Phyllis 
Culp, Frank DiGiammarino, Martin 
Franey Richard Graham, Tim Gren- 
dell, Dick Hardy, Randall Hunt,
Karen Lipton, Paige Martin, Pat Mell, 
Dennis Pilawa, Mike Reidy Steve 
Santangelo, Ed Sargus, Richard Scha- 
ger, Diane Schwartz, Joan Scott, Leo 
Ward, and Pat Zohn.
Class of 1983
The five-year class will probably 
hold its first-time-since-graduation 
get-together at the home of Katy 
Mercer. In addition to the Saturday 
night affair, the committee has sent a 
questionnaire to find out whether 
classmates are interested in a Sunday 
brunch, a.Saturday afternoon picnic, 
and/or a Friday night gathering in the 
Flats. So many people are involved in 
the planning that the reunion coordi­
nators in the Office of External 
Affairs are having trouble keeping up 
with the group, but we think that the 
committee consists of Stacy Ballin, 
Denise Dzurec Bell, Jim Curphey 
Lori Gallo, Jay Goldblatt, Margaret 
Gudbranson, Mari Leigh, Jack 
McConnell, Barry Miller, Clayton and 
Joy Paterson, Carol Rowan, Linda 
Wilkins, Kathy Beder, Mary Ann Fox, 
Mark Gamin, Steve Gonzalez, Walter 
Krohngold, Lynda Laing, Tom Lyons, 
George Moscarino, Richard Ross,
Laura Shunk, and Amy Zoslov.
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New Ohio Rules Mean Bigger CLE Program
by Kenneth R. Margolis 
Instructor, Law School Clinic 
Director of Continuing Legal 
Education
As I'm sure most Ohio attorneys 
have heard by now, the state's 
Supreme Court has adopted a new 
rule requiring that every attorney 
actively practicing in Ohio (with a 
few exceptions) must receive, and 
must report to the court, at least 24 
hours' credit in continuing legal edu­
cation every 2 years. Failure to com­
ply can result in loss of the privilege 
to practice in Ohio. Compliance will 
be monitored and regulated by a 
court-appointed commission consist­
ing of 19 members.
Of the 24 credit hours, at least 2 
must be related to legal ethics and 
professional responsibility and must 
include instruction on substance 
abuse, including causes, prevention, 
detection, and treatment alternatives. 
Otherwise there is no requirement as 
to subject matter.
The new rule takes effect July 1, 
1988, and the first reporting period 
will begin January 1, 1989. Attorneys 
with last names beginning A through 
L must file their first report, showing
that they have received 12 hours of 
accredited CLE instruction, by Janu­
ary 31, 1990. Attorneys with M-Z last 
names must file their first report, 
showing they have received 24 credit 
hours, by January 31, 1991. Thereaf­
ter each group will report at two-year 
intervals, A-L in even years and M-Z 
in odd years. A temporary provision 
authorizes approval of up to 6 credit 
hours taken in the last half of this 
year (July-December).
The CWRU Office of Continuing 
Legal Education intends to play a 
major role in providing CLE pro­
grams and materials to help Ohio 
attorneys comply with the rule, as 
well as the clerical support to help 
them comply with the reporting 
requirements. Soon we will be 
announcing a greatly expanded pro­
gram for the fall, and we will make it 
economically advantageous for you to 
fulfil your CLE requirements through 
the law school. We intend to offer the 
very best courses, taught by the most 
qualified instructors, so that those
who use our program will not just be 
marking time but will be complying 
with the spirit of the new rule, whose 
purpose is to "maintain and improve 
the quality of legal services in Ohio."
We are acutely aware of the diver­
sity of law practice in this state, and 
we know that for many attorneys the 
usual CLE course provides little of 
real interest. For that reason, in addi­
tion to the types of courses we have 
regularly offered, we intend to 
develop a series of multiple courses 
in specialized areas, so that those 
who practice in relatively esoteric 
fields will have truly useful courses 
to attend.
Now more than ever we need to 
hear about your practice needs. How 
can we best help you in your profes­
sional development? What courses 
would be most useful for you in 
fulfilling the new requirements? Send 
me your suggestions, or call me at 
216/368-5160. And watch for our new 
CLE brochures in the mail!
See your Law School friends at 
the bar conventions!
Ohio State Bar Association 
Alumni Reception
honoring OSBA President Joseph F. Cook, '52 
Cleveland, Ohio
Stouffer's Tower City Plaza Hotel 
Thursday, May 26, 1988 
4 p.m.
You will be welcome at either reception whether or not you have made a reservation. But it will help our planning to have some 
idea of attendance. Return to: Office of External Affairs, School of Law, Case Western Reserve University, 11075 East Boulevard, 
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
American Bar Association 
Alumni Reception 
Toronto, Ontario 
Four Seasons Hotel 
Monday, August 8, 1988 
5 to 7 p.m.








Telephone (. Telephone ()
Guest(s) Guest(s)
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Long-Lost Graduates — Can You Help Us?
During the last year or two we have 
discovered several graduates of the law 
school who never were added to the 
alumni records or perhaps were added 
and inexplicably dropped. Although we 
routinely publish a list of "missing per­
sons" of the more recent graduating 
classes, we thought we should publish at 
least once our complete list of lost 
alumni and ask your help in locating 
them. Even if you don't have an exact 
address, we would welcome whatever 
clues you can offer. We include here (in 
some cases! Iheir last known city of 
residence.
The very early graduates are almost 
surely dead, and in fact we listed pre- 
1910 graduates as "presumed deceased" 
in the last alumni directory. Neverthe­
less, we would like to have verifica­
tion—and a date of death, if possible.
For that matter, some of the more 
recent graduates may likewise be 
beyond the reach of any terrestrial 
postal service. If you have such 
information, we would appreciate your 
sharing it.
-K.E.T.
Julius Herbert Anthony, '03
Liberty Bernard Ware, '03, Cleveland, OH
Harrington Simpson, '04
John Henry Aloysius O'Connor, '06,
Lima, OH
Gus William Rosenberg, '07,
Cleveland, OH
Walter Henry Cook, '08, Los Angeles, CA 
Nathan Herstam, '08, Santurce, PR 
Basil Franklin Johnson, '08, Toledo, OH 
Robert T. Meyer, '08
Joseph Anthony Curtin, '21
Abe Gordon, '21, Cleveland, OH
John Elmer Carlin, '23
Cleve P. Dunn, '23, Cleveland, OH
Lee William Frazier, '23, Painesville, OH
August G. Gardner, '23
Morton Spanner Zaller, '24,
Cleveland, OH 
Robert Oesterly Evans, '25 
Max Damon Gustin, '25 
Stella Teperowicz Jurjewicz, '25, 
Cleveland, OH
Henry S. Zwolinski, '25, Cleveland, OH 
William A. Caine, '26, Wadsworth, OH 
Harold L. Ebersole, '26, Atlanta, GA 
Francis Clay Greene, '26 
Sidney Mendelsohn Levey, '26 
Carleton Joseph Hurt, '27 
Helen Roush Warren, '27, Tubac, AZ 
James J. Easly '28, Cleveland, OH 
George Edgar Harvey, '28 
Adolphus Karl Heyner, '2§ ''
Donovan Dean McLaughlin, '28, 
Massillon, OH 
Julius Abe Negin, '28 
Russell Sutton, '28 
Leo Bernard Virant, '29
Ross Cecil Avellone, '30
Bruce P. Henderson, '30, Warren, OH
Frank DeNor, '31, North Olmsted, OH
Sidney Gordon Ginsburg, '31
William Rolla Price, '31
Henry Boes, '32
David Robert Stroll, '32
William B. Young, '32, Vero Beach, FL
Donald Everett Bell, '33
William Charles Beyer, '33
Stephen Crilly '33
Stanley John Thor (Thorzynski), '33, 
Toledo, OH
Edward B. Silberman, '35
Thomas George La wry, '36
Herbert J. Staub, '36, Northfield, OH
Robert E. Sheehan, '37, Los Angeles, CA
Santo Dellaria, '38
Francis J. Dowling, '38
Paul Riffe, '38, Fort Lauderdale, FL
Louis Elmer Weitz, '39, Cleveland, OH 
Thomas J. McDonough, '40,
Old Bridge, NJ 
Nelson Finley Reublin, '40 
Peter H. Behrendt, '42 
William Bradford Martin, '42,
Deerfield, FL
David J, Winer, '43, Cleveland, OH 
George J. Dynda, '47, Cleveland, OH 
Hugh McVey Bailey, '48, Ringwood, NJ 
Walter Bernard Corley, '48 
Joseph Norman Frank, '48, Union City, PA 
Kenneth E, Murphy, '48, Falls Church, VA 
Frederick Carl Prasse, '48 
James L. Smith, '48, Washington, D.C. 
Benjamin F. Kelly, Jr., '49,
Youngstown, OH
Coleman L. Lieber, '49, La Canada, CA
Oliver Fiske Barrett, Jr., '50
Robert L. Quigley, '51, Akron, OH
Donald Edward Ryan, '51, Cleveland, OH
Anthony C. Caruso, '52
John Reardon, '52, Cleveland, OH
Allan Arthur Riippa, '52
George M. Yeager, '53, Gillette, WY
Edward R. Lawton, '56, Northfield, IL
Ray James Roche, '56, Arlington, WA
Robert H. Cummins, '57
Richard B. Sullivan, '57, Cleveland, OH
Leonard David Brown, '58
John R. McGinness, Jr., '61, *
Cleveland, OH 
James E. Meder, '61 
Thomas Alfred Parlette, '61,
Downington, PA *
Ronald E. Wilkinson, '64, Cleveland, OH 
Salvador y Salcedo Tensuan, '65 LLM, 
Philippines
Robert F, Gould, '66, APO San Francisco 
Gerald N. Mauk, '66, Cleveland, OH 
Thomas F. Girard, '67, Cleveland, OH 
Donald J. Reino, '67, Narragansett, RI 
Gary L. Cannon, '69, Ashland, KY 
Robert Sherwood Carles, '69 
George E. Harwin, '69, Marietta, GA
John F. Strong, '70,
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 
Christopher R. Conybeare, '71,
Honolulu, HI
Michael D. Franke, '71, Cleveland, OH 
Robert Dale Conkel, '72 LLM 
Thomas Alan Clark, '73 
Thomas D, Colbridge, '73,
Charleston, WV 
Stephen Donald Hedlund, '73,
Bedford, MA
Milton F. Ashford, '74, Cleveland, OH 
Douglas H. Kohrt, J74, San Antonio, TX 
Kenard McDuffie, '74, Cleveland, OH 
John W. Wiley, '74, West Chester, PA 
A Carl Maier, '76, Vero Beach, FL 
Stephen R. Archer, '77, Defiance, OH 
Lynn Sandra Colder, '77, Scottsdale, AZ 
Maureen M. McCabe, '77, New York, NY 
Larry M. Bauman, '78, Washington, DC 
Robert E. Owens, '78, Las Vegas, NV 
Lenore M. J. Simon, '78, Cleveland, OH 
Gregory Allan McFadden, '79, Seattle, WA
Lewette Alexandra Fielding, '80,
New York, NY
Monica Marie Oriti, '80, Sarasota, FL 
Shayne Tulsky Rosenfeld, '80,
Silver Springs, MD 
Peter Shane Burleigh, '81,
Jackson Hole, WY 
Luis Alberto Cabanillas, Jr., '81, 
Cleveland, OH
Heather James Broadhurst, '82, 
Carlsbad, CA
Mark A. Ingram, '82, Boise, ID 
Darlene D. McClellan, '82 
Stephen A. Watson, '82, Cleveland, OH 
Anita Juan Gulley, '83, Cleveland, OH 






Richard H. Brown of Arter
& Hadden, Cleveland, has 
been named to the Board of 
Trustees of Hiram House 
Camp.
1936
David I. Sindell recently 
addressed the American Asso­
ciation of University Women 
in Cleveland; his topic was 
merit selection of judges.
1940
Albert M. Heavilin writes 
to announce his new solo 
practice in Chagrin Falls.
1946
Judge Francis J. Talty was 
reelected president of the 
Cleveland Baseball Federation.
Jay B. White was among 
the Cleveland area alumni 
honored by the Norman S. 
Minor Bar Association for 
having practiced law and/or 
served the judiciary for 35 
years or more.
1949
Conrad J. Morgenstern, a 
U.S. bankruptcy trustee, 
recently addressed the Colum­
bus Bar Association and the 
University of Akron School of 
Law's Bankruptcy Seminar.
J. C. Williams was treated 
to a lengthy feature article in a 
November issue of the Cleve­
land Plain Dealer Living sec­
tion.
1950
Paul D. White was among 
the Cleveland area alumni 
honored by the Norman S. 
Minor Bar Association for 
having practiced law and/or 
served the judiciary for 35 
years or more.
1951
Thomas S. Watson and 
John A. Howard were among 
the Cleveland area alumni 
honored by the Norman S. 
Minor Bar Association for 
having practiced law and/or 
served the judiciary for 35 
years or more.
1952
Sanford J. Berger has been 
honored by the National Coun­
cil for Children's Rights. He 
received the council's first 
annual Chief Justice Warren E. 
Burger "Healer" Award for his
work in filing numerous fed­
eral and state actions to pre­
serve children's rights to two 
parents after divorce.
Judge Sara Harper was 
among the Cleveland area 
alumni honored by the Nor­
man S. Minor Bar Association 
for having practiced law and/ 
or served the judiciary for 35 
years or more.
Cleveland Municipal Court 
Judge George W. IVumbo has 
been appointed chair of a task 




former Cleveland councilman 
and past president of the 
Cleveland NAACP, has been 
named law director of East 
Cleveland.
1957
Judge Robert Penn has 
been elected as presiding and 
administrative judge of the 
Toledo Municipal Court.
1959
Boca Raton's loss is Beach- 
wood's gain: William N. Hoff 
has left IBM to go into private 
practice.
Judge Leo M. Spellacy of 
the Cleveland Court of Com­
mon Pleas has received the 
1987 Distinguished Service 
Award from the National 
Center for State Courts in 
Williamsburg, Virginia. Spel­
lacy was honored in 
Longbeach Key, Florida, for his 
contributions to improved 
court administration.
1965
Sheldon L. Braverman was 
recently heard speaking about 
Medicare on the Cleveland 
National Public Radio station, 
WCPN.
1967
Marshal J. Wolf of Sch- 
warzwald, Robiner, Wolf & 
Rock, made the National Law 
Journal's list of the nation's top 
43 divorce lawyers.
1968
Having consumed the Big 
Apple, Thomas E. Harrison, 
Jr., has moved to Wichita, 
Kansas, to join the Boeing 
Military Airplane Company.
1969
Governor Richard Celeste 
has appointed Robert D. 
Kendis of Shapiro, Kendis & 
Associates, of Cleveland, to the 
Select Commission on Work­
ers' Compensation Administra­
tion and to the Advisory Com­
mittee to the Rehabilitation 
Division of the Industrial 
Commission.
1970
James Alexander, Jr., has 
returned to private practice 
after serving as law director of 
East Cleveland.
1972
The Koppers Company, in 
Pittsburgh, announces that 
Alan K. Brown has joined the 
organization.
Stephen M. Cohn has 
joined Blake, Karp & Rippard 
in Orlando, Florida.
Paul M. Gulielmettihas
formed the partnership of 




gory G. Binford recently 
addressed the Group Health 
Association of America in 
Cleveland on "Protection of 
Medical Records and Encoun­
ter Data."
Durkee-French Foods, in 
Paramus, New Jersey, 
announces that Lawrence J. 
Friedman is now Vice Presi­
dent and General Counsel.
Michael J. Loughman has 
presented to the CWRU Law 
Library a copy of theOSBA 
Resolution Book, recently 
published by the Ohio School 
Board Association, of which he 
is the author. A specialist in 
school law, Loughman prac­
tices in Lorain with Warhola, 
O'Toole, Loughman, Fetterman 
& Alderman.
1974
Edward F. Siegel has 
become of counsel to Hono- 
han, Harwood, Chernett & 
Wasserman in Cleveland.
1975
Maury E. Lederman has 
joined the Boston firm of 
Roche, Carens & DeGiacomo.
Robert V. Traci, a partner 
in Spangenberg, Shibley Traci 
& Lancione, served as dean of 
the Advanced College on 
Commercial Litigation, spon­
sored by the Association of 
Trial Lawyers of American and 
the National College of Advo­
cacy, in Vail, Colorado.
Michael S. Weiss has joined 
the Cleveland firm of Geraci & 
LaPerna.
1976
State Senator Lee I. Fisher 
was recently featured at the 
Tuscarawas County (Ohio| 
Chamber of Commerce ban­
quet.
Barbara L. Gordon is now 
working in the White House 
Office of Administration.
Washington, D.C., has a new 
real estate development firm, 
Preminger & Roscher; Clifford 
J. Preminger is a partner.
1977
Michael F. Harris has 
become a partner in the Cleve­
land office of Arter & Hadden.
1978
Louis V. Buccino has joined 
the Irus Corporation in Phila­
delphia.
The Chicago office of Jones, 
Day, Reavis & Pogue 
announces the addition of 
James C. Hagy.
The Cuyahoga Writers' 
Conference, at Cuyahoga 
Community College, recently 
featured James A. Levin. He 
is a writer, actor and director, 
as well as lawyer.
The Corporate and Profes­
sional Women's Division of the 
Greater Cleveland State of 
Israel Bonds organization has 
honored Mary Ann Rabin as 
a Woman of the Year. Rabin 
has served as chair of the 
Cleveland Bar Association's 
Law School Liaison Committee 
and its Unauthorized Practice 
of Law Committee.
Janice E. Rieth has joined 
the Cleveland firm of ^h- 
neider, Smeltz, Huston & 
Ranney.
1980
The Massachusetts House 
Ways & Means Committee 
now has the services of
Gerald T. Anglin.
David C. Eisler has begun 
private practice in the Engi­
neers Building in Cleveland.
Marathon's loss is BP Ameri­
ca's gain; Jack L. Litmer has 
joined BP's Cleveland office.
29
Richard C. Loeb writes to 
tell us that he is now with the 
Office of Federal Procurement 
Policy, under the Office of 
Management and Budget in 
Washington, D.C.
Rosemary A. Macedonio
has become associated with 
Weston, Hurd, Fallon, Paisley 
& Howley in Cleveland. Her 
article, "State Law Increases 
Hospital Regulation", was 
published in the February 
issue of Ohio Law.
1981
James O. Castagnera has 
co-authored, with Patrick J. 
Cihon, Labor and Employment 
Law, published by the PWS- 
Kent Publishing Company, and 
has given a copy to the CWRU 
Law Library. It is a textbook 
designed primarily for students 
in industrial relations pro­
grams or in business schools. 
Castagnera practices labor law 
in Philadelphia with Saul, 
Ewing, Remick & Saul.
Professor Emeritus Oliver 
Schroeder traveled to Puerto 
Rico in March and gave us a 
report on David C. Indiano: 
"Indiano practices principally 
admiralty law. Recently, how­
ever, he has been most active 
representing clients in the 
Dupont Plaza Hotel disaster, in 
which 97 people died and 
many were injured. He was 
named by the U.S. District 
Court to the committee of nine 
lawyers responsible for the 
presentation of all claims in 
this massive litigation, and he 
has taken a leading role in the 
committee's work."
Formerly senior counsel for 
ELTECH Systems Corporation, 
David R. Posteraro has 
become associated with Wes­
ton, Hurd, Fallon, Paisley & 
Howley in Cleveland.
Patricia K. Smith has 
joined the Erie, Pennsylvania, 
firm of Knox, Graham, 
McLaughlin, Gornall & Sennett 
in the litigation department.
1982
Elizabeth A. Clough has 
transferred to the Chicago 
office of Jones, Day, Reavis & 
Pogue.
Metropolitan Life Insurance 
announces that Jane Kesten- 
baum has joined their New 
York office. , i
Kathryn B. Olson has
joined the faculty of Cleveland 
State University's Cleveland- 
Marshall College of Law.
Cleveland's loss is Atlanta's 
gain. Jay A. Weisman is 
working for Drexel Barnham.
John H. West has become a 
partner at Foth, Kelly, Urban & 
West in Middleburg Heights.
1983
Robert Edelstein has been 
appointed chair of the Tulane 
Universty Alumni Admission 
Committee for Cleveland and a 
special counsel to the Ohio 
Attorney General's Office.
Raymond C. Pierce has 
transferred to the Cleveland 
office of LTV Steel from Indi­
ana Harbor, Indiana.
Canon P. Stevens has been 
promoted to district defender 
of the New Mexico Fifth Judi­
cial District.
1984
Carol J. Koletsky has been 
named an associate at Arter & 
Hadden.
Brian J. McKnight has
been promoted to bank coun­
sel at Toledo Trust.
Also in banking. Bank One, 
Cleveland, has named Ken­
neth H. Messinger-Rapport 
as assistant counsel of its legal 
department.
Alexander T. Moore has 
left the SEC in Washington and 
moved to New York; he is with 
Weil, Gotshal & Manges.
The firm of Liebowitz & 
Liebowitz in Englewood, New 
Jersey, announces the addition 
of Francis X. Spada.
1985
Karen S. Aronoff has 
joined the Cleveland firm of 
Johnson, Hoffman & Fanos.
Patricia M. Hanson has
joined the the Employee Com­
pensation Appeals Board of the 
U.S. Department of Labor.
Jeffrey W. Krueger has 
joined the firm of Jerome and 
Smith, in Cleveland, as an 
associate.
John K. Krajewski has
joined Akron's Roetzel & 
Andress.
Still in academe, Evan B. 
Smith is now in the Depart­
ment of Journalism at Ohio 
Wesleyan College in Delaware, 
Ohio.
1986
Suzanne N. Kaura has
joined the Chicago office of 
Price Waterhouse.
Charles Norchi has con­
cluded a 15-month term as 
director of the Independent 
Counsel on International 
Human Rights in Washington, 
D.C. During the 1987-88 aca­
demic year he has been a 
visiting scholar at the Yale law 
school, teaching a course on 




relocated to Melrose, Massa­
chusetts, to the firm of 
McNaught & Moriarty.
Barry F. Levine is now with 
the Erie, Pennsylvania firm of 
Shamp, Arduini, Hain & Bar­
ber.
Evelyn L. (Dzurilla) Moore
is in private practice in Fair- 
view Park on Cleveland's west 
side.
John A. Huettner has
become associated with Burke, 
Haber & Berick in Cleveland.
Scott C. Smith is now with 
Judge Thomas Lambros in 
Cleveland.
IN MEMORIAM
Roy G. Engstrom, '20 
February 25, 1988
William J. Papenbrock, '30 
January 4, 1988
S. Eldridge Sampliner, '30 
March 6, 1987
Ferdinand E. Warren, '31 
November 29, 1987
Ben W. Lewis, '34 
November 29, 1987
Robert H. Wynn, '34 
December 24, 1987
Edwin F. Sawicki, '37 
November 21, 1987
Raymond H. Robertson, '41 
February 12, 1988
J. Robert Jenson, '42 
December 21, 1987
Harry L. Bozarth, '48 
February 29, 1988
Chevene B. King '52 
March 15, 1988
N. Jerome Rudy, '52 
November 25, 1987
Richard Bronner, '67 
July 26, 1987







Office of Alumni 
Development invites 
alumni and friends to 
participate in its travel 




May 23-June 3 
$3,075, New York 
departure
Ireland
June 19-July 3 
Motorcoach tour, $1,995 
or June 19-June 30 
Freewheeling tour, $1,395 
Boston departure
Scandinavia 
July 21-August 4 
$2,995, Cleveland 
departure
Danube and Black Sea 
Cruise 
August 16-27 
From $2,695, New York 
departure
Bavaria
September 23-October 4 
Motorcoach tour, $1,895 
or September 23- 
October 1




$2,995, New York 
departure




Bangkok, Bali, South 
China Seas 
February 1989 
From $3,995, San 
Francisco departure
All the prices quoted 
, above assume double 
occupancy.
• For further information: 
Office of Alumni 
Development 
Case Western Reserve 
University 
120 Baker Building 








Ivan L. Otto, *62
Vice President
John S. Pyle, '74
Regional Vice Presidents
Akron—Thomas M. Parker, '79
Boston—Michael D. Witt, '82
Canton—Loren E. Souers, Jr., '75
Chicago—Jeffrey L. Dorman, '74
Cincinnati—Peter E. Koenig, '81
Columbus—Peter M. Sikora, '80
Detroit—Robert B. Weiss, '75
Los Angeles—Thomas B. Ackland, '70




Washington, D.C.—Maud E. Mater, '72
Secretary
Stuart A. Laven, '70
Treasurer
Ann H. Womer Benjamin, '78
Board of Governors
Bruce Alexander, '39 \
Elyria, Ohio
Richard H. Bamberger, '72
Virginia S. Brown, '81 2
Lawrence J. Carlini, '73
James A. Clark, '77
Chicago, Illinois
J. Michael Drain, '70
William T. Drescher, '80
Los Angeles, California
Lee J. Dunn, Jr., '70
Boston, Massachusetts
Mary Anne Garvey, '80
John M. Gherlein, '80
Joan E. Harley, '57
Owen L. Heggs, '67
Patricia M. Holland, '79
Ernest P. Mansour, '55
Milton A. Marquis, '84
Boston, Massachusetts
James W. McKee, '69
Patricia Mell, '78
Wilmington, Delaware
Leonard P. Schur, '48
Leo M. Spellacy, '59
Ralph S. Tyler, '75
Jerry F. Whitmer, '60
Akron, Ohio
Charles W. Whitney, '77
Atlanta, Georgia
Diane Rubin Williams, '72
Perrysburg, Ohio
Mary Ann Zimmer, '75





West-of-Cleveland Alumni Luncheon, Elyria
May 13
Cleveland Faculty/Alumni Luncheon 
Speaker: Professor Melvyn R. Durchslag
May 16
Commencement
Speaker: Charles Fried, Solicitor General of the United States
Thursday, May 26—4 p.m. 
OHIO STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
Alumni Reception-Cleveland 
honoring
OSBA President Joseph F. Cook, '52 
Stouffer's Tower City Plaza Hotel




Society of Benchers Annual Dinner




See page 27 for reservation form.
August 18 and 19
Orientation for Entering Students
September 23 and 24
Alunni Weekend-Class Reunions
September 29 and 30
Conference—Law-Medicine Center 
High Technology Health Care in the Home
October 8
Parents and Partners Day ^
November 3 to 5
Conference—Mandel Center for Nonprofit Institutions 
Contemporary Legal Issues in Nonprofit Management
November 10
M Sumner Canary Lecture
'Benno C. Schmidt, President of Yale University
For further information: Office of External Affairs
Case Western Reserve University 
School of Law 
11075 East Boulevard 
Cleveland, Ohio 44106 
216/368-3860
• V
Address Correction Requested
